The 'Obamacare' HEADLINEs FROM December 15 - December 25th:

A Doctor Sums Up Obamacare In One Sentence [Vid]

White House Concedes: Obamacare Is Prohibitively Expensive

Already? A Taxpayer Bailout For Obamacare?

Utter Chaos: White House Exempts Millions From Obamacare's Insurance Mandate

OBAMACARE: It’s Democrat Panic Time!

That "Brilliant" Obama Repeals Democrats' Obamacare

Another Obamacare Fiasco Fix: Those "Sub-Standard" Plans Are Now Okay

Obama Caves, Delays Obamacare

Obamacare's Catastrophic Exemption [Vid]

Obamacare Hoisted by Its Own Petard

Report: Only 5-10% of Obamacare 'Enrollees' Have Paid First Month's Premium

Obama: ‘We screwed up’ on Obamacare rollout

Obamacare Is Falling Apart Before Our Eyes

Obama Tried to Sign Up for Obamacare But “System Couldn’t Verify His Identity” [Vid]

Obamacare Fallout: Distrust of Big Government growing

Obamacare Fallout: The Coming Democratic Civil War For Even Greater Control Over Americans' Health Care

Obamacare Fallout: Obama has united Americans in war against Democrats' socialized health care

Obamacare Fallout: Iowa Sours on Obama, Democrat Senate Candidates
Obamacare Fallout: Democrats brawl over nationalized health care in deep-blue Maryland

Obamacare Fallout: Female Support for Obamacare Plummets

Obamacare Fallout: Women declare War on Obamacare

Obamacare Fallout: Democrats' Nationalized Health Care Insurance Tighten Key Senate Races

Obamacare Fallout: Virginia's Democrat Senator Warner Endangered By Obamacare?

Obamacare Fallout: Opposition To Democrats' Nationalized Health Care Soars

Obamacare Fallout: Why Obama and Obamacare may be the death of American liberalism

Obamacare Fallout: The disastrous ObamaCare rollout unmasks liberalism's paternalistic dishonesty

Obamacare Fallout: Obamacare helps blunt the 'emerging Democratic majority'

Obamacare Fallout: Once-supportive Hispanics turning backs on Obama, ACA

Obamacare Fallout: Poll: Americans Want to Go Back to Previous Health Care System, Disagree With Obama on Size and Power of Government

Obamacare Fallout: Obama’s Current Approval Rating Is The Ugliest Since Nixon

Obamacare Fallout: Democrats feeling 'weight' of Obamacare

Obamacare Fallout: Democrats' socialized Health law seen as eroding coverage

MSNBC: Obama is biggest political loser of year [Vid]

A Very Clueless Democrat: Pelosi on Obamacare: 'It's a Glorious Thing'

WaPo: 'Every Democrat Should Be Scared' of this Obamacare Ad [Vid]

The Ever-Clueless NY Times Discovers Obamacare Is Unaffordable For Middle Class

The Future of Democrats' Nationalized Health Care Is Already Here

Obamacare shows America's aversion to big government policies
Fantastic Obamacare News For All: Expect To Pay More For Your Employer-Sponsored Health Care Next Year

Whole Foods CEO: Obamacare Is Hurting Our Employees [Vid]

AFL-CIO’s executive getting ‘grief’ from members over Obamacare

Workers And Some Employers Wary Of Incentives To Improve Health - Gee, Wonder Why?

Politico: Next Obamacare crisis: Small-business costs?

Reno, Nevada Gym Closing Daycare Operations Because of Obamacare Costs [Vid]

Is Obamacare Really an Improvement on the Status Quo? Nope

Obamacare Aftermath: Fewer Doctors, Higher Costs

Yes, There Will Be A Doctor Shortage - The numbers don't lie

Obamacare Found To Restrict Where You Live And Travel

How Obamacare’s Is A War On Civil Society's Strengths & Benefits

Six Problems with the Latest Obamacare 'Fix'

Obamacare Initiates Self-Destruction Sequence

White House: There is no backup plan if Democrats' Obamacare fails

Obamacare's 'catastrophic plans' are also unaffordable

CBS: Many uninsured haven't explored Obamacare options

Obama's Wealthy, Hypocrite Supporters: Billionaire Warren Buffett Cuts Health Benefits By Over 57%

What If They Had Socialized Health Care and Nobody Signed Up? [Vid]

OMG: Obamacare, Michelle & Pajama Boy - the Democrat/Progressive buffoonery continues [Vid]

Even MSNBC Is Laughing Hysterically at Pajama Boy [Vid]

Advertising Executive: The Democrats' 'Pajama Boy' Obamacare ad stinks
NYPost: *Obamacare ad reveals infantile assumptions*

*Obamacare's 'Pajama Boy' & Democrats' 'Julia' - how Liberals portray young adults as irresponsible idiots* [Vid]

*Young adults pan Obamacare pajama ad: ‘Everyone I know laughed at it’*

*Obama Video Teaches Parents How to Inject Obamacare into Christmas Dinner* [Vid]

*Besides 'Pajama Boy,' the Obama White House Is Spending Mucho On "Great" Ads Like This* [Vid]

*Obamacare: A Christmas Gift from the Poor to the Rich*

*Industry Groups Give Up On Medicaid Expansion In Big Blow To Obamacare*

*WaPo: Flashback - Liberal/Progressives Say ObamaCare Rollout ' Is Going To Be a Huge Success'*

*Obamacare Supporters Face Reality After Losing Their Health Care Plans*

*WaPo: Obama has begun repealing Obamacare*

*You CAN Opt Out of Obamacare: Here’s How*

*The 14 Ways To Avoid Obamacare's Nationalized Health Insurance Fiasco*

*Fallon: Did Obama’s Dog Build The Obamacare Website?* [Vid]

*15,000 Obamacare Enrollments Disappeared*

*Democrats' Obamacare Website Is a Security Nightmare*

*Warnings Over Obamacare Website Security Problems*

*CBS: Top ObamaCare official wanted site shut down over security risks — and was overruled*

*Congresswoman: Require Feds to Disclose Security Breaches on Healthcare.gov*

*Chicago Tribune: "You think the Obamacare run-up to Jan. 1 has been a train wreck? Now it gets worse"*

*Top 10 Broken Obamacare Promises*
The Legacy of Obama’s Health Care Lies

Medical Experts Tell Congress about the Obamacare ‘Damage’ to Come

Nation Finally Sees Obamacare's True Colors [Vid]

Obamacare and NSA Revelations have shown the horror of big government

Obamacare May Devastate the Real Estate and Travel Industries

Health-care officials across the country resign as Obamacare registration deadline looms

Minnesota's Obamacare Director Was on Vacation in Costa Rica with State Exchange's Exec Last Month

Minnesota exchange to Ask 1,000 to Reapply for Obamacare Subsidies

Hawaii Obamacare exchange not fiscally sustainable, lawmakers told

Illinois exchange warns thousands they may have to reapply for Obamacare

Tiny Vermont Gets $208 Million to Build Disastrous Obamacare Exchange

WaPo: Think your state has Obamacare problems? They’re nothing compared to Guam

Lawmaker trying to protect Virginians from Obamacare's felon navigators

Obamacare navigator can email your confidential information to his home computer

Report: Obamacare ‘Navigators’ Encouraging Tax Fraud

Secret Obamacare Navigators' handbook the feds don’t want you to see

Obamacare Official Lashes Out at Congress for Investigating Obamacare Navigators

Cancer Patient Will Lose Healthcare For a Month Because of Obamacare [Vid]

California's health exchange botched letters to 114,000 households

Even Massachusetts Is Having Trouble With Its Obamacare Exchange

Small biz group launches anti-ObamaCare ad campaign targeting Sen. Mark Pryor in Arkansas

Obamacare Prices: Competition Lacking in Some Exchanges
The Deeper You Get Into Obamacare, The More Dysfunction You See - average deductible climbs 42%

Letterman: Mocking Obama & Obamacare [Vid]

Another "Brilliant" Decision By Obama: Extends Sign-Up Deadline By 1 Day for Obamacare

Obama Administration Makes Secretive Last-Minute Deadline Change to Obamacare

Per White House: Obamacare is labeled as a 'hardship' for exemption purposes

Obamacare’s Medicaid Rules Quietly Enables States To Confiscate Assets From Dead Seniors & Heirs

Expanded Medicaid’s fine print holds surprise: ‘payback’ from estate after death

Obamacare Bars Illegal Immigrants—and Sticks Hospitals With the Bill

Paperwork nightmare unleashed on doctors by Obamacare - bureaucrats destroying medical care

South Carolina Firefighters Facing Millions in Extra Costs Due to Obamacare [Vid]

Washington State Obamacare Exchange erroneously takes money from personal bank accounts

Oregon Obamacare Exchange – Government incompetence is widespread

Obamacare Cuts to Cost Two Virginia Medical Centers $500 million in Federal Funds

2013 ‘Lie of the Year’ — Aided and Abetted by the Media's Lackluster Effort On Obamacare

More Legal Challenges To Democrats' Nationalized Health Care, Unconstitutional Obamacare Power Grab

An Obamacare mandate divided against itself cannot stand

The Blatant Stupidity of Liberal Elites: "We Thought Obama Was Going to Be ‘The Next Messiah’" [Vid]

The Silence of True Liberals Regarding Obamacare Fiasco

New state data on Democrats Obamacare enrollment trends show how scheme is failing
States lag far behind on ObamaCare enrollment

Why would anybody comply with constantly changing Obamacare rules?

Former Big Bank CEO: Obamacare Has Been a Disaster [Vid]

Volunteer firefighters battle IRS, Obamacare on Capitol Hill

Pundit: Obama would be better off today if Supreme Court voted down Obamacare

Obamacare's California Portal Has Been Down For Hours

Massachusetts’ Obamacare website crashes

A Pundit's Appalling Obamacare Experience

Liberal Cokie Roberts Smacks Down Democrat's Lame Obamacare Defense [Vid]

Surprise! Obamacare Is a Bad Deal for Young People

White House Tries To Re-Brand Obamacare

ABC: Mocks 'Barack O-Breezy' Trying To Sell Health Care [Vid]

Obamacare is doomed to failure, and the sooner that happens, the sooner we can fix it

The Obamacare Generation: The ACA depends on Millennials picking up the tab — as they already are for other entitlements — in the midst of a bad economy

WSJ: Obamacare's Troubles Are Only Beginning

Obama Refuses To Provide Number of Young Adults Enrolled in Obamacare [Vid]

Pundit: Obama Trapped by Deception Used to Sell Obamacare [Vid]

The 'Obamacare' Headlines From December 11, 12, 13 and 14th:

NBC/WSJ Poll: Only 24% of America's Uninsured Think Obamacare Is A Good Idea

Letterman: Obama Can Take Funeral ‘Selfies’ But Can’t Get Obamacare Website Working [Vid]
Obamacare Fallout: Survey of Washington political insiders shows most Republicans and a near-majority of Democrats predicting a Republican Senate majority in 2014

Obamacare Fallout: Health Law Continues To Take A Toll On Obama's Approval Ratings

Politico: The Left's Reality Problem - the deceptions around Democrats' Obamacare are central

Obamacare Shocker: Richest 1% Get Best Health Care; Other 99% Not So Much [Vid]

Democrats' rationing of quality medical care for seriously ill rears its ugly head for neurologist

Uh-Oh: No, you can't keep your drugs either under Obamacare

Hellooo.....Obamacare High Deductibles Fuel New Worries of Democrats' Health Law [Vid]

Why Are Quality Health Plans That Consumers Like Being Canceled By Obamacare?

Former CBO Director Warns That Obamacare's Worst Hits to Medicare Advantage Are Coming

Even The Left-Wing 'Politifact' Finally Admits The Obvious - Obamacare Is The 2013 Lie of Year

Did we say fiasco? Report: Less Than 15 Percent of Obamacare 'Enrollees' Are Actually Covered

Are More Democrat Obamacare Taxes Coming?... Soon?... You Betcha!

Obamacare Fallout: NY Times suggests Obamacare debacle could finally kill the 'tax & spend' liberal/progressive nightmare

Obamacare Fallout: Democrats Divided on How to Recover from Obamacare

Obamacare Fallout: Nearly half of CFOs plan to cut jobs over Obamacare

Obamacare Fallout: POLL - Obama Administration Not the ‘Most Transparent in History’

Obamacare Fallout: Americans & Obama discover he is exceptionally clueless

Obamacare Fallout: Obamacare Unites Americans—In Dismay at Government Suckage

Obamacare Fallout: Obamacare Launch Eroding Faith in Government as Problem Solver
Obamacare Fallout: [Tired of the 'fiasco,' Democrats propose to kill budget deal by shutting down govt]

Obamacare Fallout: [Congressmen Want to Bring Obama to Court for Not Faithfully Executing Laws]

One Very Clueless Democrat: [GOP 'Will Run Away' From Obamacare in 2014 [Vid]]

Did we say fiasco? [The amazingly incompetent Sebelius Says She Would Have Delayed Obamacare Rollout] - now she tell us

[Obamacare Causing New Jersey Residents to Lose Health Plans [Vid]]

Transparency? [Obama administration won't disclose the Obamacare enrollment data that really matter]

[Sebelius: You’re Not Covered under Obamacare Until You Pay [Vid]]

Oh, Hey, Just A Minor Detail: Almost NOBODY's Paid for Their New Insurance Yet

[The Obamacare Sign-Up Scam]

[Administration Exaggerating Enrollment for Democrats' Benefit [Vid]]

[Washington Post Repeats The Democrats' Lies: Falsely Reports 365,000 'Have Purchased' Obamacare]

Uh-Oh: Obama administration report shows Obamacare in deep hole on enrollments after two months

[Obama Team Forced To Admit: ‘Correct’ That Obamacare Signups are Three Million Short of Goal [Vid]]

[Delaware Achieves Only 1.2 Percent of Obamacare Enrollment Goal]

[Taxpayers Have Spent $14K for Each Obamacare Enrollee So Far]

Did we say fiasco? [Congressional Staffers Warned Not to Trust Health Exchange Info]

Panic Button Time: Obama Team Forcing Insurers To Pay Claims Before Consumer Actually Pays The Plan Premium

[WSJ: Last-minute Obama administration rule orders insurers to pay for Obamacare's blunders]
Will Obama's Crony-Insurers Bail Out Obamacare with Retroactive Enrollments?

The Obvious: Democrats Ordering Insurance Companies Around is 'Essentially Nationalizing Healthcare' [Vid]

Obamacare Causes Doctor To Lose Healthcare [Vid]

Why is doctor closing his medical practice? Hint: Obamacare costs & paperwork

NY Post: Uh-Oh - "We have yet to see the worst of Obamacare"

Obamacare forcing 14 percent cut in Medicare's home health care program

Another Democrats' Obamacare navigator fired for advising applicants to lie [Vid]

Obama Awards Another $58M for Obamacare Navigators

Know-nothing celebrities recruited by Democrats to lie to Americans about Obamacare

Obama Hires The "Sexiest Man Alive" to Promote the Faltering Obamacare Effort

It's Over 2 Months Now - Cancer Survivor Still Can’t Sign Up For Obamacare [Vid]

Man with Critically Ill Son Gives Up on Democrats' HealthCare.gov After More Than 50 Tries

Did we say fiasco? Oregon signs up just 44 people for Obamacare despite spending $300 million

Democrats' Extremism: Congress Member - Obamacare like Mandela’s fight against apartheid

Obamacare lover & Democrat extremist goes on shooting spree in Denver

Were The "Uninsured" Estimates Overblown by Obama and The Democrats? - Looks like it

Did we say fiasco? Small business owner and insurer problems with Obamacare [Vid]

The Obamacare Future For Consumers? Personal Information Stolen from 104,179 After Cyber Attack On Govt Department

House committee demanding answers on vulnerability of personal info on Obamacare sites
Bad Omen For Obama: Contractor for Obamacare website finally decides to cooperate with Congressional investigation

Obamacare marketplace violates federal privacy/security law?

Expert Hacker: Obamacare Security Problems Still Not Fixed

Your Govt At Work: Connecticut Health Exchange Buys Three Murals for $24,980 Each

Ohio’s Volunteer Fire Fighters Are Threatened By Obamacare

Missouri School District Hit With $150,000 Bill for Obamacare

Democrats' Euphoria of Obamacare becomes nightmare of higher premiums and deductibles

There Is Justice, Though: Liberal Obama-Voting Elites Losing Health Coverage Due To Obamacare

Connecticut Obamacare Exchange Fiasco: Every Plan on State's Exchange Had Wrong Info for a Full Month

The Unhealthy HealthCare.gov: ObamaCare site still plagued by problems despite fixes

Why Are Obamacare State-Exchange Directors Running Off to the Caribbean?

Clueless Sebelius Demands Investigation Into Screwed-Up ObamaCare Website that she is responsible for

Where Does Obamacare Enrollment Stand In Each State?

Uh-Oh: Obamacare Medicaid enrollments outpace marketplace plans in Ohio

Obama's Medicare 'Doc Fix' Is Going To Be Disastrous For Seniors

Did we say fiasco? 'Vast Majority' of Exchange's Paper-Application Responses Still Not Mailed

Hellooo....Obamacare's Drug-Cost Surprises Lurk Inside The New Health Plans

Democrats' Challenges in Avoiding Those Coming Obamacare Premium Hikes

Georgia To Nullify Obamacare?
"Color me skeptical. Congress is not going to get the same service that other people do on the [Obamacare] exchanges"

NY Times: Perks Ease Way in Health Plans for Lawmakers

Nevada Union getting slammed by Obamacare costs [Vid]

Obama's 'Julia' Turns 26, Tries to Get Insurance on HealthCare.gov - good luck with that

Obamacare Week #10: A Dearth of Enrollment In the States and Continuing Backroom Problems

Yet Another Scam: An Obscure Rule Could Boost Obamacare Enrollment

Did we say fiasco? Federal Obamacare exchange sends unqualified people to Medicaid

Obama Team does not know how many pages of Obamacare regulations they've written - so far, it's 10,535 [Vid]

New Obamacare rules: ‘This now approaches banana republic lawlessness’

The 'Obamacare' Headlines From December 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10th:

Obamacare, where the liberal/progressive dream crashes and burns

Repealing Obamacare Would Be Easier Than Repealing Prohibition

GOP alternative to Obamacare would save nation $2.3 trillion

Top 9 Obamacare Problems

Tech Experts Say Obamacare Site Should Have Cost Only $10 million, not $300+ million

Obamacare Fallout: Survey says Democrats Are the Out-of-Touch Extremists

Obamacare Fallout: X marks the spot

Obamacare Fallout: CEOs say Obamacare uncertainty is harming the economy

Obamacare Fallout: Will anyone lead the left out of the Obamacare fiasco?
Obamacare Fallout: Per Gallup, Majority Still Want Obamacare Repealed or Scaled Back

Obamacare Fallout: Obama’s approval takes huge dive among Hispanics says poll

Obamacare Fallout: South Carolina voting on bill to end Obamacare in state

Obamacare Fallout: Democrats Can't 'Talk Around' Failures of HealthCare.gov [Vid]

Obamacare Fallout: Young Americans Expect Obamacare to Be Repealed

Obamacare Fallout: How Obama Is Losing America’s Youth

Obamacare Fallout: Millennial ‘Invincibles’ Jump Ship over Obamacare Bait and Switch

Obamacare Fallout: Can Democrats Recover From the Obama Health Care Catastrophe?

Obamacare Fallout: The liberal/progressive Obama coalition is cracking

Obamacare Fallout: GOP Should Be Falling Over Themselves To Thank Obama & Democrats

Obamacare Fallout: Obama Health Care Is Costing Democrats the White Women They'll Need at the Ballot Box

Obamacare Fallout: The deck is stacked against Obamacare

As Hospital Prices Soar, a Stitch Tops $500 - govt regulation eliminates competition

Study: No, Obamacare isn’t yet responsible for the decline in healthcare cost growth

‘Doc Shock’ On Deck in Obamacare Wars

Your Private Information At Risk: Feds not required to report security breaches of Obamacare exchange website

What about the president’s other Obamacare lies?

AIDS advocates say drug coverage in some ObamaCare plans is inadequate

Obama: I’m Not Incompetent, Government Is

Obamacare Displaces 'New Coke' as Pinnacle of Bad PR Crisis Management

Big Govt Incompetence: "No Way To Tell How Many People Who Have Signed Up For Obamacare Actually Have"
Minnesota insurers still don’t know who’s enrolled in Obamacare

Why 'Invincibles' Are Repelled By Obamacare: "A Bad Deal for Young Adults"

Hawaii spends $200 million on health exchange and signs up 574 people - about $348,000 apiece

Obamacare Website's Latest Glitch: Unusable Medicaid Data

Lawyer stuck in Obamacare limbo for last two months

Obamacare Could Extinguish Volunteer Firefighters [Vid]

MSNBC: 'Obamacare' created by white racists

Only 101 members of Congress have enrolled in Obamacare

Obamacare doubles health care premium for small business owner [Vid]

Some Face Marriage Penalty In Obamacare Subsidies

State exchanges hitting data snags, too

Time Magazine: Obamacare bungles the easy stuff

Un Glitcho: Parts of the Spanish Obamacare Website Written in English

Obamacare Can't Work Because Young Figured Out It's Like a Ponzi [Vid]

The "Working" Obamacare site: Can it even meet modest enrollment goals?

Politico: Next up: Obamacare worst-case scenario?

Congress asks for help - faulty DC website delays Obamacare enrollment for members, staff

California Obamacare Site Facing Backlog of 25,000 Paper Applications

Will Obama Now Force Doctors To Take Medicaid Patients At A Loss?

Poll: Majority still opposed to Obamacare, despite site’s ‘vast improvement’

70% of Doctors boycotting California's Obamacare exchange

Obama administration elects health care video winner: Just ‘Forget about the price tag' of Obamacare
Nobody’s This Stupid and Incompetent (except Big Govt elites, eh?)

Obama's 'You-Can-Keep-It' Farce In Cartoons

Jimmy Kimmel: Mocking Obamacare [Vid]

How Bad Is The Obamacare Process? Feds are being buried in paperwork

NYTs discovers Obamacare reality: Those bankrupting sky-high deductibles

"Obamacare the Biggest Case of Consumer Fraud Ever" [Vid]

MSNBC: ‘What are we doing’ to get administration’s Obamacare ‘message out there a little more’?

'A public safety disaster': Obamacare could force THOUSANDS of volunteer fire departments to close

Senator with No Dependents Hit with 200% Obamacare Hike

In Kentucky, "40 times as many people have lost insurance than have signed up for Obamacare" [Vid]

California Health Exchange Shares Consumer Data Without Consent

Govt Is Spending $55.5 Million to ‘Bolster’ Healthcare Workforce as Obamacare Causes Doctor Shortages

Obamacare’s Top 10 Constitutional Violations

Ruining Christmas Holidays with liberal/progressive gift idea bizarreness

Obamacare's State-Based Insurance Exchanges Are Also Producing Enrollment Errors

MSNBC: Failing Big-Time To Ask Obama Tough Questions About Obamacare

Democrat House Member: People Losing Their Insurance Under Obamacare ‘A Good Thing’ [Vid]

Obamacare Gift To Big Insurers: Force The Individual Doctors & Hospitals To Eat The Debt Racked Up By Patients

Huffington Post: Liberal admits Obamacare 'very much a Marxist-style law' [Vid]

Marketing 101: Obamacare is not a PR problem, it’s a marketing problem
The Cost of Obamacare: 'Is healthcare that costs $26,500 per year truly "insurance"?'

Michigan First Responders Facing Cuts In Hours Due To Democrats' Obamacare [Vid]

Jimmy Kimmel: "If NSA Can Track So Many Phones, Why Can’t the Government Run the Obamacare Website?" [Vid]

Surprise! Despite All the Promises By Obama & Other Democrats, the Federal Website Isn't Fixed

Latest Obamacare PR Push: Ignoring the "Affordable" In Affordable Health Care

Obamacare Propaganda: Obama's cynical exploitation of the gullible

Democrats' Greed: CEO of Colorado's troubled Obamacare site requesting end-of-the-year raise and bonus - for herself!

Pennsylvania Couple Dropped From Health Coverage Still Unable to Sign Up for Obamacare [Vid]

More Than Obvious: Democrats' Obamacare 'Intentionally Designed to Screw over Young People' [Vid]

Obama Cronyism: Insurance companies get gift from Obamacare? [Vid]

Obama Cronyism: Even more corporate welfare goodies for the insurers

Obamacare’s Expansion of Medicaid and the inevitable downgrading of doctors and patient care quality

CNBC: Physician says Obamacare is causing 'chaos' for doctors

Obamacare Reg Puts 11,000 Congress with 11,000 in same category as a ‘Small Business’

Clueless Democrat: I Am Paying More For Insurance Under ObamaCare And It's A Good Thing [Vid]

Clueless Democrat: Dem chair hasn't signed up for Obamacare yet - "too busy"

CNN: Get Over It - ‘Every President Is Going To Lie To You’ [Vid]

CBS: Lingering And Significant Problem With Obamacare Remains

Uh-Oh: Obamacare Healthcare.gov Is Enrolling People At About 38% Of The Pace It Needs To
FOX: Listen to Obamacare B.S. excuses by Democrat Sen. Harry Reid [Vid]

The Obamacare Motto: “Good Enough For Government Work”

“Obama has a web site that doesn’t work and drones that kill people. Amazon has a functioning web site and drones that deliver gifts”

MIT: Diagnosis for Healthcare.gov: Unrealistic Technology Expectations by Obamacare

The Huffington Post: Nasty Surprise May Await People Who Thought They Enrolled In Obamacare

Expert Study Finds Chronically Ill Will Be Underinsured in Exchanges

Obamacare Taking Huge Bite Out of Holiday Budgets

Obamacare steals $700 billion from Medicare and $300 billion from Medicare Advantage for funding - seniors going to get body-slammed

The So-called Obamacare Enrollment 'Surge' Still Nowhere Near Insurance Cancelations [Vid]

Obamacare will facilitate high levels of criminal activity

Bad Omen for Obamacare: Minnesota youth nowhere close to signing up in adequate numbers

Uh-Oh: Obamacare enrollment tops 175,000 in Washington state – mostly in Medicaid

Another Major Obamacare Problem Brewing: How many people “enrolled” have actually paid their first month of premiums?

Wealthy Democratic money man makes ‘potentially lucrative’ bet against Obamacare’s website contractor

Political analyst: Obama Admin Running an Obamacare ‘Propaganda Outfit’

Taxpayers Will Provide $11,378 In Welfare To Help Congressmen Pay For Their Obamacare Plan Options

Only 9% of Americans Say Obamacare Has Helped [Vid]

NY Docs Treating Obamacare Like The Plague - only 23% will accept patients who signed up
WaPo: HealthCare.gov is having trouble signing people up for Medicaid

Despite improvements, Obamacare website would still be a private sector failure

Nevada Refuses To Disclose To Consumers Whether Obamacare Navigators Are Felons

The 'Obamacare' Headlines From November 28, 29, 30, December 1, 2 & 3rd:

Obama doesn’t care to sign up for Obamacare

CNN: Democrat Senate majority leader exempts his staffers from Obamacare exchanges

Do You Recall These Proud Democratic Party Moments On Obamacare? [Vid]

Obamacare Reveals Core Incompetency of Democrats' Big Govt Solutions

Pre-Obamacare: 87% of Americans Were Happy With Their Health Care

CBS: Despite White House Claims The Back End Of Obamacare Website Is Still Not Working [Vid]

WaPo: Uh-Oh, 800,000 visit Obamacare site and only 18,000 enrollments processed

CNN: Obamacare Website Not Handling 50,000 Users At Once, As White House Claimed [Vid]

Obamacare Fallout: Obamacare's Unpopularity, in 3 Charts

Obamacare Fallout: A Unique Lesson in Government Failure

Obamacare Fallout: A Very Ugly Gallup Poll Confirms Extent of Democrats' Fiasco

Obamacare Fallout: Survey finds doctors rebelling against Obamacare, famous hospitals declining to join

Obamacare Fallout: Obama approval tanks to new low - only 39.9%

Obamacare Fallout: Millennials Abandon President Big Time - 57% Disapprove of Obamacare

Obamacare Fallout: Democrats admit Obamacare reboot needs stronger team
Obamacare Fallout: 'Obamacare' is missing-in-action on primary web sites of Democrats

Obamacare Fallout: "How Much Trouble Are the Democrats In?"

Obamacare Fallout: ‘Political consequences will be felt long after the laughter has faded’ [Vid]

Obamacare Fallout: Democrats Should Be Afraid, Very Afraid

Obamacare Fallout: Democrats Still Can't Make Up Their Minds About 'Obamacare' Label

Obamacare Fallout: House GOP intensifies probe of Obamacare fiasco

Obamacare Fallout: Cancer Patient Who Spoke Out Against Obamacare Now Being Audited

Obamacare Fallout: Obamacare Critics Targeted By IRS - Got Their Audit Letters On The Same Day

Obamacare Fallout: Obamacare Mandates Made Big Company Drop Health Coverage for Employee Spouses [Vid]

Obamacare Fallout: Trade Association Finds Majority of State's Businesses Will See Health Premiums Spike

Obamacare Fallout: How Obamacare Will Impact The Economy [Vid]

Obamacare Fallout: Top California hospitals don’t like Obamacare either

Obamacare Fallout: Obamacare Will Narrow Choice of Doctor, Hospital Networks [Vid]

Obamacare Fallout: Obamacare will widen the budget gap in Colorado

Obamacare Fallout: Obamacare Isn’t an Amazon-Like Shopping Experience, As Promised By Democrats Vid]

Woo-Hoo! Democrat Chair: 'All Of Our Candidates’ Will Run on Obamacare

Fire Your Team, Mr. President

Prominent Democrat: ‘Inexplicable’ If Someone Involved in Creation of Obamacare Website Isn’t Fired [Vid]
How is it possible that Barack Obama did not know that his beloved Healthcare.gov website was a botch?

**Obamacare Cronyism: WebMD Pockets Millions to Stimulate $1 Trillion in Drug Sales**

[Vid]

**Obamacare Cronyism: White House is offering more money to insurance companies says NYT**

**Obamacare Site Failures Due To Obama's Crony-Welfare Beliefs**

**Obamacare and Its Corporate-Welfare Cronies**

**Obamacare's cronyism - the contraceptive mandate is for Big Pharma**

**Lesson from the Birth Control Mandate: When You Mix Big Government and Big Business, You Get Big Corruption**

**The Democrats' real purpose with Obamacare**

**Forever Moving The Goalposts: Obamacare will work ‘really well’ in 2017**

**Political Expert: ‘All Hell Is Going to Break Loose’ In 2014 Regarding Obamacare** [Vid]

**Obamacare's New Goal: Just stay Alive Until 2015**

**Obama's solution to fix Obamacare? "Not one step back"** [Vids]

**Shut Up You Stupid Americans!: Democrat House Member Decrees Obamacare Debate Is Over**

**Notre Dame re-files Obamacare lawsuit**

**Former federal prosecutor claims new court case against Democrats' Obamacare ‘a slam dunk’**

**In California, efforts to reduce health disparities raise privacy concerns**

**Gee, why are hospital prices are so high vs. why Walmart, Amazon & McDonalds prices are so low?**

**The Real Medicaid Fraud: The absurd Obamacare promise of free quality healthcare**

**Surprise!...Health Care Confusion Reigns at the NYT**
Mainstream Media: Left/liberal press admits they were wrong on reporting Obamacare "solution"

WSJ: The Simple Facts - How Democrats' Obamacare raises prices and limits medical choices

Jay Leno: Con Artists Are Saying 'If You Like Your Health Care Plan...' [Vid]

Colbert & Stewart: Mocking of Obamacare continues [Vids]

Health Care Expert On Obamacare site: 'This is Not a Functioning Website Yet' [Vid]

Why, this new and improved Obamacare website seems barely improved at all

Thanks to Obamacare and the IRS, You’re at Risk of Having Your Identity Stolen and Your Bank Account Emptied

Man finally receives Obamacare quote 62 days after first attempt

CNN: Obamacare Website Crashes After December Relaunch [Vid]

CNN: Obamacare On Steroids, Medicare docs face 24% pay cut

OMG: Chief Healthcare.gov Fixer Set To Become Obama's Top Economic Advisor

ABC: New Obamacare Headache: Is Your Enrollment Real? [Vid]

WSJ: How Obamacare Rips Off the 'Young Healthies'

Key Question: WILL OBAMACARE destroy the home health care industry?

Former White House press secretary on Obamacare: Pressure Now Will Be on the Administration to tell truth [Vid]

The Who of The Obamacare Propaganda Campaign Team

WSJ: The Next Democrats' Obamacare Mirage - Health Care Hallucinations Continue

Uh-oh: Yet another Obamacare “success” story turns sour for White House

78% Fear Obamacare Site Security, Could Deter Signups

‘Big Democrat Political Panic Could Lead to Big Changes’ in Obamacare [Vid]

Obamacare’s effective minimum wage hike will cost jobs in 2015
Democrats' Obamacare: 'Just an Amalgamation of Legislation That Didn't Have a Central Focus'

Obamacare to cost Delta Airlines an extra $100 million

Thank-Tank Report: Average income Americans are funding the Obamacare welfare subsidies

CBS: Obamacare Supporter Turns Sour: "One Problem After Another" [Vid]

Administration struggles to sign up young 'invincibles' for Democrats' Obamacare

The Future of Democrats' Government-Run Healthcare? More than 1,000 NHS patients have died of dehydration since 2003

Playing Partisan Politics: Obama to blame GOP for the predictable Obamacare failures

Ooops: White House Team Leader Finally Mans-Up (a little bit) About Obamacare Failures [Vid]

WSJ: Obamacare's Next Legal Challenge

Medicaid Expansion Under Obamacare ‘Not Financially Sustainable’ [Vid]

Obamacare Enrollment Really, Really Low in Alaska

People getting switched automatically to more expensive insurance plans under Obamacare

Surprise! Obama Blatantly Lies About Obamacare Success

AP: Obama declares health care law is working

Report: Warns Obamacare Subsidies Are Ripe for Fraud

And Yet Another Obama Lie: Republicans' 'sure haven’t presented an alternative’ to Obamacare

Cyber Security Expert: "No Security Was Ever Built Into Obamacare Site" [Vid]

Report: One-third of Obamacare enrollees affected by errors

Obamacare Enrollments May Not Be Real

IRS Needs Changes to Avoid Health Law Fraud, Govt Audit Says
Boy with cancer loses coverage after Obamacare launch - Bureaucrats won't help unless he is 'illegal alien'

"Still, it seems increasingly clear that the ACA was sold on a premise that simply isn't true"

The Democrats: Seven Lies and Seven Liars of Obamacare

What's More Powerful Than Politics? Profit—at Least for Health Insurers

Short-term fix eyed for another problem with U.S. healthcare website

“Fixed” Obamacare website still is so broken feds will have to make estimated payments to insurers to cover premiums

The Inconvenient Obamacare Truth: For Many, ACA Will Offer Access in Name Only

Obamacare Not Reaching Latinos

Obamacare Fix? Can it really be called a “fix” when the back end of the website still needs to be built?

Insurers still reporting ‘significant problems’ with Obamacare enrollment data

White House Forced To Tell Obamacare Enrollees to Make Sure They're Really Enrolled

Alaskan Misled about Her Obamacare Premiums Now Can't Cancel Plan

White House admits Obamacare sign-ups can be invisibly blocked

ABC: At Its Current Rate Obamacare Enrollment Will Fall Well Short Of Goal [Vid]

WSJ: ObamaCare and the Totalitarian Mindset

Obama Launches New PR Offensive for Dysfunctional Web Site

The Democrats' Obamacare Causes Sticker Shock In Ohio [Vid]

Political Expert's Presentation On Obamacare Meltdown [Vid]

Obamacrats on Obamacare: It's good enough for government work

Obama's CMS team won't reveal error rate for sharing data with insurers

WSJ: Insurers Seek to Bypass Failed Obamacare Health Site
Ooops: The Democrats' Obamacare Navigators Failing to Sign People Up Due to HealthCare.gov

Per Obama administration: Obamacare site Is Working Fine (As Long As No One Tries to Use It)

The Obvious: A Fight Over Contraception Won't Help Obamacare

Progressive/Liberal Incompetence: The Obamacare Web Site Cost Climbs To $1 Billion Plus

Democrat House Member's Obamacare Stance Isn’t Popular with Florida Voters [Vid]

Detroit-Style Management: Hawaii's Democrat Administration Produces Nation's Worst Health Exchange

The Lies You Have To Tell: Trying To Sell Obamacare To Americans, Door-to-Door

The 'Obamacare' Headlines From November 22, 23, 24, 25, 26 & 27th:

Happy Thanksgiving: Obama & His Obamacare lunatic zealots plan to ruin your family holiday

Happy Thanksgiving: Obamacare Provides Better Benefits To Non-Citizens Than Impoverished Americans

Happy Thanksgiving: Top U.S. hospital laying off staff due to Obamacare

Happy Thanksgiving: Report: Obamacare Could Force 80 Million Off Employer-Provided Plans

Happy Thanksgiving: Hitler Finds Out He Can't Keep His Doctor Due To Obamacare [Vid]

Happy Thanksgiving: Top U.S. Doctor Tells Other Docs Not To Sign Up For Obamacare [Vid]

Happy Thanksgiving: Gallup Poll: Only 9% say Obamacare helped their family

Happy Thanksgiving: WH Obamacare rap - "Keeping Your Plan" [Vid]
Happy Thanksgiving, Progressives & Liberals: Obama's Approval Rating Now Lower Than "Crack-Smoking Toronto-Mayor" Rob Ford's

Surprise! Obama chooses golf & Hollywood fundraising over dealing with Democrats' Obamacare fiasco

Liberal Democrat - My Obamacare Cancellation: "Seething At The President I Helped Elect"

CNN analysis: No Obamacare subsidy for many low-income Americans

Democrats' Wishful Thinking Can't Hold Obamacare Together

Obamacare Fallout: Obama Approval Falls to 50 Percent in Home State, Collapses in Ohio

Obamacare Fallout Poll: Democrats lose lead in 2014 generic ballot following Obamacare rollout

Obamacare Fallout: Women and Democrats are now turning on Obamacare

Obamacare Fallout: Youth in Revolt Against Obama!

Obamacare Fallout: Democrats Fear Obamacare Will Cost Them The Senate

Obamacare Fallout: Obamacare ‘Eviscerating’ President’s Standing Among Democrats

Obamacare Fallout: Will Democrats' Obamacare Bring Down Progressivism?

Obamacare Fallout: Destroying the progressive philosophy of government

Obamacare Fallout: Democrats Brace Themselves for December Defections

Talking Points for Talking With Your Obnoxious Progressive Family Members About Obamacare This Thanksgiving

Myth That Obamacare Cuts Costs Is Debunked

The Government’s Own Actuaries Think Obamacare Is Raising, Not Lowering, Costs

No Grounds for Claim that Obamacare Lowers Healthcare Costs

Why The Government Failed With Healthcare.gov [Vid]

The Inherent Illogic of Obamacare Explained - why it will fail in not too distant future
Broker: Democrats' Obamacare to hit small biz with higher rates, lower benefits

White House has to delay yet ANOTHER Obamacare mandate beyond 2014 election

White House delays yet ANOTHER Obamacare mandate beyond 2014 election

The "Obamacare Shock" of New Sub-Standard Policies - One California Employer's Terrifying True Story

Virginia Nurse Describes Her Personal Discovery of New Sub-Standard Obamacare Policy - Ouch!

Obamacare’s Catastrophic Effects on One NJ Town

WSJ: Summary of Obamacare's Negative Impacts on Americans

NBC: Large Employers Cutting Benefits Due to Obamacare [Vid]

Chicago Tribune Editorial: Large Employers could drop health care [Vid]

Time Magazine: Obamacare Contains 'Death Panels' [Vid]

Doctors & Pharmacies Refusing Medicaid Patients: Who Will Treat All Those New Medicaid Patients From the Obamacare Exchanges?

How Medicaid Fails the Poor [Vid]

Obamacare: How the Cost-Sharing Subsidies Produce Limited Access for Americans

Is Obamacare the Democrats’ Iraq War?

Kaiser Health Tracking Poll: Americans Negative on Democrats' Obamacare

Top Obamacare IT Official Says 30-40 Percent of the Federal Exchange System Hasn't Been Built Yet [Vid]

Why The 'Un-built' 30-40% of Obamacare Is Ticking Time Bomb For Democrats

The Obamacare ‘Fix’ Is Illegal

The Obamacare time bomb - millions of Americans in danger from Democrats' socialized healthcare

Obamacare turns into a Frankenmonster?
More Obamacare Democrats' Navigator Fraud Caught on Video [Vid]

A Maryland college harasses student who criticizes Obamacare [Vid]

Obamacare Still Faces Legal Challenges

Here Come Multiple Lawsuits Challenging Implementation Of Obamacare

Religious Objection to Contraception Mandate 'Could Scale Back' Obamacare [Vid]

Poll: 59% of Americans Oppose Obamacare Insurance Mandate for Abortion, Sterilization

White House faces tough Supreme Court fight on Obamacare mandate

Due To Obamacare Epic Fail, Both Americans & MSM Questioning Obama’s Ability to Lead

Obamacare's 'Sticker Shock' Will Make the Website Woes Look Like Small Potatoes

Democrats Going AWOL: Early Obamacare Advocate Goes Missing as Program Flounders

Which Is It? Affordable Care or Patient Protection or Obamacare?

See Everything This Mom's Cutting to Pay for Obamacare


California Insurance Company Admits Accidentally Posting Private Info of 24,500 Doctors Online

Hawaii Health Connector director steps down after health exchange’s failure

California’s Obamacare health insurance exchange throws a party, only 10 sign up

Oregon's Big Obamacare Problem

Latest Obamacare enrollment not looking good

The Original Obama Lie About Healthcare That Press Just Ignored During Election

'Press Failed to Scrutinize' Obamacare, per Mainstream Reporter

How the press greased the skids for Obamacare
New York Times admits Obamacare is socialism disguised in healthcare clothing

Obamacare's Looming Land Mine - Putting Families Into Massive Debt

Advice To GOP: For Once, Be Creative, Dummies

Another Self-Employed Individual Becomes Victim of Obamacare - New Sub-standard Policy Won't Cover His Specialists [Vid]

TV News Anchor Loses Doctor Because of Obamacare, Shares Letter on Air [Vid]

Just how many Americans will really have their health insurance affected by Obamacare? - way more than Democrats' '5%' lie

Second wave of health plan cancellations looms

Democrat Strategist: I Still Can’t Get Insurance through HealthCare.gov, or Over the Phone

More Real Stories of The Pain of Obamacare

Democrats' Obamacare Creates 50 New State Databases With No Function Beyond Gathering Potential Voter Information

Democrat Senator Who Supported Obamacare Ducks Questions About Her Broken Promise [Vid]

Colorado Obamacare enrollment about half of worst-case estimates

Connecticut is only state enrolling more in private insurance than Medicaid under Obamacare

Subcontractor working on Obamacare site under investigation

California Dreamin’: Obamacare's bogus success story

Death Spiral Watch: California Also Enrolling Mostly Older Folks in Obamacare

Obamacare Slams Smokers With Sky-high Premium Costs, Could Backfire

UK's Obamacare System Decides To Save Costs By Rationing Cancer Drugs

Virginia Cancer Patient’s Insurance Terminated Due to Obamacare [Vid]
Just Days Before Obamacare Launch Website Failed to Handle Even 500 Users - Democrats' incompetence par excellence

Democrats Already Making Excuses: HealthCare.gov won't be perfect on Dec. 1, White House says

White House Tells Obamacare Allies to Scale Back Promotion of Website before Deadline

White House Decides To Allow Unions Not To Pay Their Fair Share of Obamacare Costs

Obama Breaks the Health Law to Save It

USA Today: The Real And The Fake of Obamacare: Politicians can’t talk their way out of a technological mess

Democrats Hand Out Condoms At Obamacare Event As Prizes [Vid]

Alabamans Angry and Upset Over Obamacare and President’s Broken Promises [Vid]

Democrat Overlords Surprised - Obamacare Is No Starship Enterprise

Democrats' 'Nuclear Option' about packing courts to save failed Obamacare from Americans' wrath

Democratic Congressional Staffers: Whoa, Our Personal Rising Healthcare Costs Are ‘Unacceptable’!

Democrats' Pro-Obamacare Ads Will Not Overcome ‘Sticker Shock’ & Compliant Sub-Standard Policies [Vid]

‘Non-partisan’ group paid $1 million to produce positive Obamacare stories

Obamacare Causing College Profs To Have Hours and Insurance Cut [Vid]

Democrats Desperate, Try New Marketing Ploy: ‘Republicans Sabotaged Your Health Care’

Americans' Obamacare Future of Govt Healthcare Already Exists For Veterans

Obamacare Fundamentals: How It Discourages Work and Marriage

Obamacare Isn’t Romneycare
Trying to Make Sense of Obamacare’s California Enrollment Numbers - they don't compute

The Fundamental Dishonesty of Obama and Obamacare

The Unhinged Desperation of Progressives/Liberals: Democratic Rep: GOP’s 'Intransigence' on Obamacare Like Southern Dems on Civil Rights [Vid]

The Unhinged Desperation of Progressives/Liberals: The New York Times Equates Opposing Obamacare With Slavery

The 'Obamacare' Headlines From November 19, 20 & 21st:

They're Really Desperate Now - Obamacare supporters crank up the racial rhetoric

CBS: Poll Found Only Seven Percent Of Americans Want To Keep Obamacare

Experts: Individual Health Insurance Market Functioned Better Before Obamacare

NYT: Obamacare Debacle Could Kill Liberal/Progressive Big Govt Utopia

Majority in U.S. Say Healthcare Not Gov't Responsibility

Democrats Avoid The Dirty Word Now: Obamacare Then, Affordable Care Act Now [Vid]

Many consumers also won't be able to keep their doctors under Obamacare

Obamacare Exchanges: Democrats' Forcing Middle-Class Americans Into Medicaid

New Wave of Obamacare Cancellations: 50 to 100 Million [Vid]

Wishful Thinking Can't Hold Obamacare Together

Another Illegal Obamacare Fix?

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Alabama Spurns Obama's Insurance Extensions

Obamacare: ‘This is an ongoing domestic Bay of Pigs' [Vid]

Left/Liberal California says ‘no’ to Obamacare freebies, makes own law
Colorado man informed his dog has successfully signed up for Obamacare [Vid]

FYI: Do You Win Or Lose Under Obamacare?

White House Tries To Rewrite Obama’s ‘Keep Your Doctor’ Promise [Vid]

For Obamacare Democrat architects, problems are features, not bugs

For Small Businesses, a Hidden Tax in Health Care?

'Three Basic Untruths' President Told in Selling Democrats' Obamacare [Vid]

GOP/Conservatives provide state-level solutions to Democrats' Obamacare fiasco

Government Remains Silent on No-Bid Obamacare Financial Management Contract

Ohio Company Cuts Insurance For 1,000 Employees Due To Obamacare [Vid]

Obamacare's Threats To Quality Education

Hawaii Has Spent Over $750,000 Per Obamacare Sign-up

Democrats' HealthCare.gov Site Crashes on Sebelius at Obamacare Promotional Event

Obamacare's Healthcare.gov Site is Hacker-Bait, Say Security Experts

Hearing: Security Flaws in Obamacare Website Endanger Americans

Here Is the Obama Administration’s Brief That Admits You Won’t Be Able To Keep Your Employer Health Plan Either

Here's Who’s Getting Rich off Obamacare

People demand answers over Oregon’s Obamacare fail

Democrats Plan to Spend $7 BILLION MORE to Find Ways to Reduce Some Costs Under Obamacare

Obamacare & Democrats Forced Mom Into Medicaid

Obamacare Subsidy Calculations May Be Bogus

Sourcing the Obamacare Lies

Democrat/Liberal/Progressive Incompetence: Obamacare official didn't see website audit
Wishful Thinking Can't Hold Obamacare Together

Obamacare Individual Mandate May Be Next to Fall [Vid]

How Bad Have Things Gotten for Obamacare? Bad!

The End of Obamacare As We Never Knew It

Democrats' 'Doc Shock' is adding to Obamacare's 'Rate Shock'

How Obamacare Will Try to Control What You Eat [Vid]

How Well Are Obamacare's State-Run Exchanges Actually Working?

How the GOP Should Fix Obamacare

Brutal: Obama Plummets to 37% in CBS Poll, Obamacare at 31%

Older Congressional staff aides are shocked by their Obamacare premium increases

Black Democrat: The Obama Administration Should Consider Shutting Obamacare Down

States warn Obama about his Obamacare "fix"

Snake Eyes: Democrats' Obamacare was a losing ideological bet

OBAMACARE: It’s Not Katrina. It’s Something Worse

Why women are so over Obama - The Obamacare debacle opened many eyes to a betrayal

Blue Cross Blue Shield Mocks HealthCare.gov in Latest Ads [Vid]

Obamacare Impact: Insurers forced to restrict choice of doctors and hospitals to keep costs down

Obamacare's Failure Due To Obama's Cluelessness? [Vid]

Latest Obamacare Bombshells: Democrats' HealthCare.gov Far from Complete, and Payment System Not Built

The Obamacare "Success" Story Now an Embarrassment [Vid]

The Mainstream Media On Obamacare Fiasco: Lying Liberal Liars

House Speaker Experiences personally the Heathcare.gov woes
Obamacare tradeoffs: Now they tell us ...

View The Major Problem Democrats Caused: Obamacare Exchanges Have Reduced Insurance Competition Nationally

Obamacare Bailout Sought as Effort Planned to Bypass Site [Vid]

GOP Warning: No Bailouts for Failed Obamacare

Evidence of Obamacare rollout warnings mounts

Democrats Ripped For Ignoring Obvious Obamacare Warnings [Vid]

The myth of the “80% unaffected by Obamacare” meme

Obamacare Delays May Create Election Bomb for Democrats

More Obamacare promises are going up in smoke

North Carolina Will Extend Canceled Policies, But They'll See Up to a 24 Percent Rate Hike

Recorded: Captures nonprofit Obamacare enrollment group conspiring to engage in political activity [Vid]

Obamacare Fiasco Impact: Obama hits new low with Democrats

Obama's Malaise: The End of Obamacare? [Vid]

Administration says Obamacare website will remain a work in progress after key deadline

The Obama Solution: 'We're Going to Have to...Re-market and Re-brand' Obamacare

Obama stuck in a ditch the Democrats dug

Small Business Owner: Obamacare Driving Me to Drink [Vid]

The 'Obamacare' Headlines From November 15, 16, 17 & 18th:

Why Obamacare Is On Life Support
VP Biden: ‘God Willing’ Obamacare Website Gets Fixed


Revealed: Senate Republicans tried to block Obamacare rule that caused millions of insurance cancellations...but EVERY Democrat voted to save it!

Obamacare flopped, fracking worked - More proof that federal government programs are least effective

Obamacare Architect: 'Could Be the Beginning of a Death Spiral' [Vid]

Obamacare Hits 58 Percent Disapproval in Newest Poll

Obamacare: "Young voters oppose it 51 percent to 42 percent and Hispanics 50 percent to 44 percent"

Obama and His Gang That (Still) Isn't Shooting Straight

White House says Obamacare website will fail for 20 percent of Americans

The Most Shocking Obamacare Revelation: Obama Admitted Being Clueless

Suddenly, It's OK to Talk Obamacare Repeal

Senator Throws Obama, Her Fellow Democrat Senators Under the 'Obamacare' Bus [Vid]

Former White House Official: WH 'Absolutely' Cannot Afford Another Setback in Obamacare [Vid]

Congressman: 185 times more health plans canceled than selected on federal exchange

Obamacare: So, what could go wrong next?

Obamacare: More Democrat 'Uh-Oh's' Coming

NBC: Pelosi taken apart by David Gregory on false Obamacare promises

House Democratic leaders won’t apologize for Obamacare promise

NBC: Pelosi: "Democrats Stand Tall in Support of the Affordable Care Act" [Vid]

27 Democratic senators who promised you could keep your health coverage
Democrat Howard Dean: **Obamacare 'a Rube Goldberg Contraption'** [Vid]

CBS: **Democrats Starting to Abandon White House on Obamacare** [Vid]

**Another Senate Democrat Defects: Udall Proposes ‘Keep Your Plan’ Bill**

**Black House Democrat Blasts Obama: ‘Saying You’re Sorry Doesn’t Help Me Worth a Damn at the Polls’**

**House Democrat: Gives Obama F-Minus**

**House Democrat: I Haven’t Seen This Much Panic on the Floor Since 9/11** [Vid]

**House Democrat: ”I don’t know how he f***-ed this up so badly”**

Democrats abandon Obama, House takes first step toward repeal

**Flashback: Democrat Senator Said She Would Be 100% Accountable for Her Obamacare Vote** [Vid]

**For Democrats, Obamacare Unfolding Like a Greek Tragedy**

**The Insiders: For Democrats, dark days ahead**

**Obamacare's Problems Could Haunt Democrats for Years**

**Democrats' Grip on the Future Slips Away as Techies, Young Retch in Disgust**

**Flashback: Liberal Obama Stooge Issues An Edict: Obamacare's Going to Be Great!**

**If You Believe in Government, You Should Be Furious About Obamacare's Incompetent Rollout**

**Obama's Gift to the Republicans** - per a prominent liberal

**Why liberals are panicked about Obamacare**

**Obamacare’s threat to liberalism**

**3 Lessons from Obamacare’s Failed Rollout**

**How Obamacare Will Affect All Americans**

**Flashback: Obama Stooge, His Surgeon General Nominee, Said Losing Coverage Because of Obamacare is a ‘Myth’** [Vid]
Insurance industry readied for Obamacare while Obama slept (& played a lot of golf)

After shifting blame to insurers, Obama may give them subsidies

Congressional Budget Office never scored Obamacare's insurer bailout program

Romney on CBS: 'The Real Problem the President Has' Isn't a Website, ‘It’s Dishonesty’

Obamacare 'Sold on a Trinity of Lies' and Now Democrats Paying the Price

Four years ago, GOP showed exactly what was false about Obama's keep-your-coverage promise

A Lame Attempt to Blame GOP for Obamacare's Mess

Emails show officials warned of Obamacare website 'crash' months ago

Obama Misled Public About Number Of Uninsured, Too

Total Healthcare "Enrollment" As A Result Of Obamacare: -3.9 Million - that's a minus 3.9 mil...way to go Obamie!

Remember: $174K-Per-Year Congressmen Will Get Special Obamacare Subsidy

Congress and Obamacare: The Big Double Standard

Remember: The Democrats' & White House may exempt Big Labor from Obamacare reinsurance tax

Obama’s ACA (Obamacare) “Fix” Stuns DC, Nation

The President’s panic attack over Obamacare

Obama to Nation: If You Like Your Plan, You Can Keep Your Plan (At Least Until The Next Election)

NBC: Insurers, state officials say cancellation of health care policies just as they predicted

MSNBC: "C’mon, Obama has no power to make this Obamacare fix" [Vid]

Is the President's Obamacare Tweak Legal?

The backlash to the Obamacare fix has already started
Insurers are furious about the White House’s new Obamacare plan

Fictitious Obamacare “Fixes”

Illegal Change to Obamacare Is Designed to Scapegoat Insurers, Not Restore Canceled Insurance Policies

Obamacare Is Whatever Obama Says It Is

Obamacare "Fix" Is An Attempt At Spaying Constitution

The Constitutionality of the Obamacare “Fix”

Democratic frustrations not fully mollified by Obamacare administrative fix

Here’s why Obama’s healthcare ‘fix’ was particularly painful for the left

Insurance Trade Association Blasts Obama Fix

House Democrat: Obama Lacks 'Legal Underpinning' for Obamacare Fix [Vid]

State insurers head: Obama fix could sink healthcare law

Counting this Obama "fix" - Twenty-Seven Obamacare Changes So Far

Obamacare Fix: Do You Believe Obama This Time? How About Now?

Obama’s Fix: "G’head. Re-Enroll In Your Still-Illlegal Health Plans. I Won't Prosecute. Trust Me."

Regulators 'unclear' on Obamacare fix plan

Obamacare fixes multiply

Illegality of Latest Obamacare “Fix”

Obamacare Fix as Bad as Obamacare Itself

D.C. insurance commissioner fired by Democrat mayor a day after questioning Obamacare fix

Kansas city loses insurance, not helped by Obamacare fix

New Hampshire Nightmare: Only 1 Insurer on Obamacare Exchange and 10 of 26 Hospitals Are Excluded
Obamacare Causing Sticker Shock For North Carolinians [Vid]

Lack Of Millennial Enrollees Threatens Obamacare

University Drops Student Health Insurance Due to Obamacare

Co-Eds Call Obamacare Ad 'Sleazy,' 'Creepy-Looking' [Vid]

Actual Obamacare 'Navigator' Fraud [Vid]

Potential of Obamacare 'Navigator' Fraud [Vid]

D.C.-Based Health Care Exchange May Have Engaged in Illegal Political Activity

Nation's Largest Healthcare Provider Cuts Thousands Of Doctors; Blames Obamacare

Wal-Mart Warns Obamacare Hurting Consumer Spending

Congressional Budget Office: Obamacare Will Push 7M Out of Employer-Based Plans

Colorado employers feeling the double-digit pain of Obamacare

N.C. Man Still Can't Delete Personal Information from HealthCare.gov

Watch Out America, 5 Million Canceled Policies Are Just the Beginning of Obamacare's Damage

President Obama’s Sargent Schultz Press Conference [Vid]

The beginning of the end for Barack Obama

Befuddled Central Planner in Chief Discovers Complexity Of Real Life

Obama in '08: My Weakness Is Being Messy, Disorganized [Vid]

Bush (Iraq War) Vs. Obama (Obamacare): Who ‘Lied’?

Obama-contra: Obamacare isn’t Katrina. It’s Iran-contra

Obama’s ‘5 Percent’ Con Job: It’s a 100 percent lie

Prosecute HealthCare.gov? For Fraud?

Consumer Fraud This Massive Should Bear Legal Ramifications

Fraud: To pass health plan, Obama and Democrats kept mum about its downsides
Obama Impeachment: Senator says it's up to the House

Obamacare Schadenfreudarama - the party is just beginning

Saturday-Night-Live: Makes Fun Of Obamacare and Obama [Vid]

Jimmy Fallon: Mocks Obamacare site [Vid]

Leno: Mocks Obamacare site & Harry Reid too [Vid]

The 'Obamacare' Headlines From November 13 & 14th:

Noteworthy Headline For 'C3' Readers: If You Liked Obamacare, You’ll Love ClimateCare

USA Today: Obamacare credibility going up in smoke

Gallup: Disapproval of Obamacare Growing

The disaster that is Obamacare

Democratic Panic Forces Obama to Buckle

President Obama Admits That Obamacare is Unworkable

The lawlessness of Obamacare

The Constitutionality of the Obamacare “Fix”

Democrat Howard Dean: I Wonder If Obama Has the 'Legal Authority to Do This' [Vid]

What's Happened to the Executive Obligation to Execute the Law?

Obama's Cancellation "Fix": Violating the Law for a Short-Term Public Relations Move

Obamacare “Fix” Is About Shifting the Blame

Obamacare worse than Obamacare

Obama’s Humpty Dumpty fix: Health insurance market should put itself back together again

Not even a messianic President can unscramble the Democrats' Obamacare egg
Too Late to Let People Keep Their Health Plans [Vid]

Obama Allows Illegal Health Policies

5 Big Questions About President Obama’s Health Law Tweak

Obamacare a ‘Surreal’ Trainwreck

Obama meets reality, Obamacare meets Hayek

The Obama-disaster news conference on Obamacare [Vid]

‘The Obamacare Lie That Can’t Be Fixed’

Questions for Senate Democrats who voted for Obamacare disaster

Obama: No One Told Me About Obamacare’s Problems - you can't make this stuff up [Vid]

Obamacare Synopsis: No Such Thing As Free Health Benefits That Democrats’ Promised

Obamacare Wreck Explained: The bureaucrats and the activists thought they were smarter

Liberal/Progressive Reveals Obamacare’s Original Sin: “We needed a CEO who understood.” Yeah, but we elected a community organizer

Insurance Broker: Premium Increases for Small-Business Policies under Obamacare 'Unbelievable'

Does Obama let health-care reform collapse?

Newt Gingrich: ‘Obamacare is going to collapse’

Georgia Insurance Commissioner Says Obamacare Will Collapse [Vid]

New Mexico insurance official has had it with the botched Obamacare rollout - “I guess it’s my bit of civil disobedience”

CNN: Obamacare Enrollment a ‘Complete Disaster’ for Obama [Vid]

Democrats' Healthcare.gov Not Expected to be Fixed by End of November

New security issues emerge for ACA site
Leno: When Bill Clinton Is Lecturing You About Commitment Is When You Know You’re In Trouble

Obamacare Result: In just six weeks, Republicans have completely erased a 9-point deficit in a generic congressional ballot

President Trying to Give Democrats' Lifeline' to Save Obamacare Fiasco

The Emerging Democratic Divide Over Obamacare

For Senate Democrats, Obama’s Word Not the Final Say

Democrat Senator on Obamacare: ‘More Than Rollout Problem, It’s a Product Problem’

Congressman: ‘Obamacare is less popular than chlamydia’

The Architect of Obamacare Disaster Blames Fox News for Website's Failure [Vid]

The Dumb & Dumber Brothers: One destroys U.S. healthcare coverage, the other turns Chicago into next Detroit

The Obamacare Disaster Again Proves the Virtues of Federalism - The Constitution Knows Best

Kansas town's employees lose health care coverage due to Democrats' Obamacare

Maryland Delays Obamacare Small Business Exchange, Jeopardizes Tax Credits

A Noble Lie? Why Obamacare is worse than just a case of pathological altruism

WAPO: Obamacare is in much more trouble than it was one week ago

Why Obamacare is in ‘grave danger of collapse’

NBC: Democrats Obamacare Is In Big Trouble [Vid]

There Are More Than 100 Errors in the Obamacare Regulations

Why didn't Democrats just agree to the GOP Obamacare delay request instead of voting to shut down government?

Obamacare is Hillarycare 2.0

Mucho Healthcare Pork
Good Fortune For Obama's Crony-Capitalists: At least one group of Americans loves Obamacare

CULTURE OF DEMOCRATS' CORRUPTION: WebMD pockets millions from feds to promote Obamacare

Vultures: MoveOn.org fundraises off Obamacare & Obama's failures

GOP senator says he will release a plan to repeal and replace Obamacare [Vid]

GOP Wisconsin governor proposes insurance plan to address Obamacare rollout failure

Numbers Aren’t Adding Up for Obamacare

Just 172 in New Mexico have completed Obamacare applications

Only 877 Wisconsinites have signed up for Obamacare, federal report says

Kansas Obamacare enrollment dwarfed by nearly 20,000 cancellations

Obamacare “Enrollment” Totals Don't Tell Us How Many People Have Actually Enrolled

Only 1% Of Massachusetts Cancellations Have Enrolled For Obamacare

Obamacare Shoppers: 106,185 – Sharknado Viewers: 1,000,000

Obamacare Officials Go Silent on Call When Asked When Spanish Language Site Will Be Up [Vid]

Felon Obamacare Navigators — What Could Go Wrong?

Feds select nonprofit with suspect background to carry out Obamacare

Mainstream media connection to Obamacare Navigator fraud videos

Senators Urge Administration to Hold-off on Obamacare Exemption For Union Cronies [Vid]

Controversial Ads Hide Obamacare Truth: It's Generational Theft

New Democrat Obamacare Ads Depict Women as Ditsy and Dumb

Obamacare's 'Bros' and 'Hos'
"...you will not be able to find an American-educated doctor in any of these exchange plans"

A Democratic Obamacare "Expert" Struts Her Stuff - seriously, this person needs counseling

For Florida’s Obamacare small business exchange, it’s crunch time

Let's Not Talk About Obamacare, Okay?: Democrats eager to change message

Obama Becoming a Punchline, but Obamacare Is No Joke

Students at The University of Miami celebrated opting out of Obamacare with beer pong, pizza, and partying  [Vid]

White House Refuses Seven Times To Answer What Their Obamacare Goal Is For Nov. 30  [Vid]

And Now It's Time To Blame Hackers For Obamacare's Failure

The 'Obamacare' Headlines From November 10th, 11th & 12th:

U.S. Won WWII In Less Time Than It's Taking White House To Build A Working Obamacare Web Site

In North Dakota, 30 People Sign Up for Obamacare, But 35,000 Lose Plans  [Vid]

Under Obamacare, People Pay More for Inferior Health Plans, Lose Health Insurance They Liked

After His Health Plan Was Canceled, The Cheapest Option Under Obamacare Was Anything but Cheap

NBC: Californian’s Insurance Dropped Due to Obamacare Has to Buy Inferior, More Expensive Coverage

Poll: 55% Favor Repeal of Obamacare

Bill Clinton: Obama should honor his commitment, let people keep their health plans  [Vid]
MEDICAID FOR AL-QAEDA? Obamacare Flaw Allows Anyone on Earth To Fraudulently Enroll Through Healthcare.gov

CAUGHT ON TAPE: Obamacare Navigators Counsel Applicants to "Lie" [Vid]

CBS: Memo warned of "limitless" security risks for HealthCare.gov

It Begins... St. Louis Woman’s Personal Information Stolen From Obamacare Website [Vid]

Democrat Senator's Re-election On The Ropes Due To Obamacare

State and Local Governments Cutting Work Hours Due to Obamacare

10 Reasons for the White House to panic

Completely Clueless: Democrat Pelosi - Obamacare Implementation "Gone Very Well"

Poll: Americans Disapprove of Obama and Oppose Obamacare

CBS: White House ‘Desperate’ on Obamacare [Vid]

USA Today: Obamacare options grim for young people

Obamacare Website Enrollment 90% Below Government Expectations

Fewer than 50,000 People Have Enrolled In Obamacare Exchanges

Americans 34 Times More Interested In Buying Guns Than Obamacare

White House plans to inflate Obamacare enrollment with phony enrollees

USA Today: A Forewarning of Obamacare's Future: Study says Medicaid recipients would be better off without it

Think Obamacare Is Bad Now? It Gets Worse Next Year

Obamacare supporters shocked to discover tooth fairy isn’t real

Obama’s Apology and Obamacare Fallout [Vid]

Three More Apologies the President Will Be Making on Obamacare

Bill Maher on Obama lying..."he had to do so in order to help the dumb Americans"

Obama’s Massive Fraud - if he was a CEO, he'd be toast
ObamaCare is one of the federal government’s biggest debacles ever - Democrats attempt to stop further Congressional investigation

Democrat Rep.: 'I Think the President Was Grossly Misleading to the American Public' [Vid]

ABC: Pennsylvanian’s Insurance Cancelled Due To ObamaCare, Still Can’t Sign Up For Coverage

Breaking Bad: Vermont's Woes With Its Healthcare Exchange [Vid]

Hope Is All Obamacare Has Left

Lies of Obamacare: What he knew and when he knew it

The Chronology of the Obamacare Lie

Study: Less competition on the Obamacare exchanges - Opposite of Obama Election Promise

Obama’s Promise of “Competition” in Obamacare: Also False

How bad can Obamacare fiasco really get? The answer is...worse. A lot worse

California Obamacare exchange required insurers to cancel plans

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/DocsAgainstObamacare

Obamacare in Worse Shape than mainstream media Telling Viewers [Vid]

The Hidden Marriage Penalty in Obamacare

How Unpopular Has Obamacare Become? Very

NYT: Liberal learns pain of losing health coverage but her progressive friends are not 'liking' her

Wall Street economist gives 4 impacts of Obamacare

Obamacare slams likely 2014 swing voters

Self-Insured Could Have Decisive Impact in 2014, Democrats Lose Big

Dating Site: ‘Don’t Get Screwed by Obamacare' - an innovative marketing tactic
Obamacare hitting Wisconsin residents with double whammy

Obamacare ‘a Piñata - You Can Hit it From Any Angle and Get Some Reward’ [Vid]

"Obamacare...For Sluts?" See Obama's latest taxpayer ad

The Rise of the Obamacare Scams

NYT: Con Men Prey on Confusion Over Obamacare

WSJ on how to spot fake Obamacare sites: If ‘website is usable’

About 8,000 Washington residents were told they qualified for a higher Obamacare tax credit - govt was wrong though

Obamacare navigator has sordid past - accused of bribery and influence peddling

Analysis: Tens of millions could be forced out of health insurance they had

It’s the Good News that Could Doom Obamacare

Nightmare From K Street: The Extreme Left's Single-Payer Fantasy

---

The 'Obamacare' Headlines From November 8th & 9th:

Report: Washington D.C.'s Obamacare exchange only enrolls 5

Oregon's health care site has not enrolled a single person for health insurance under Obamacare

Obamacare's Biggest Failure So Far: Just 18% Of Uninsured Have Expressed An Interest In Enrolling

Seniors lose insurance and doctors under Democrats' Obamacare

Fact Checking Obama's NBC Interview: 93 to 129 million Americans may lose their coverage, not Obama's claim of 15 to 16 million [Vid]

"Imagine if Bernie Madoff had swindled 16 million people, many of whom never agreed, or had any desire, to do business with him in the first place"
Political Expert: "Democrats Can’t Run from Obamacare" [Vid]

Mediaite’s Joe Concha: Obamacare Debacle Marks ‘End’ of Obama Presidency, ‘Lame Duck Status’ [Vid]

Obamacare In A Nutshell: "officials don’t yet have a plan to solve it"

Swing-State Democrats Won’t Survive Obamacare Fallout

Obamacare Mishaps Leave Democrats Fuming, More Vulnerable In Upcoming Elections

CBS News: Democrats' Obamacare About to Hit Employer-Provided Insurance

Democrats Spin Obama’s Debunked Promise [Vid]

Obamacare’s Banana-Republic Logic - 'We made your old plans illegal, but gee whiz, don’t blame the White House!'

Poll: Uninsured not using Obamacare site

Eighty-five percent of Americans were happy with their health care before Democrats' Obamacare

Obama Apologizes for Broken Obamacare Promises; Proves Democrat Pundits/Wonks Were Lying [Vid]

"If the Virginia election was a winning referendum on Obamacare as many Dems suggested, Obama wouldn’t be “apologizing”"

Obama’s Misleading Obamacare ‘Apology’

President Obama’s Worthless Apology

Why Obama's apology was insincere

Obama apology doesn’t soften Obamacare blow for Nebraska family - $6,000 increase of cost for insurance

Congressional Staff: Not happy about Democrats' Obamacare

Obamacare Causing California Nonprofit That Aids Severely Disabled to Drop Insurance for Employees [Vid]

Supply-side economics of Obamacare "When you force doctors into a system where they will make less money, they will work less and provide lower quality care"
Ten Reasons Obamacare Will Fail

States Struggle to Draw Interest in the Democrats' Obamacare Health Plans

A Legal Death-Blow To Obamacare?

Democrats' Obamacare Is Running Out of Bullets

Due to Obamacare, 1,500 in New Mexico have to move out of the high-risk insurance pool

Colorado Woman Who Championed Obamacare Loses Insurance Plan [Vid]

Another Shock: Obama Will Rewrite Obamacare Rules to Spare His Union Allies a $63 Per Year Per Policy Tax

More Special Obamacare Treatment — But Not for You

Big Labor’s payback from Democrats' Obamacare

Obamacare's Foreign Contractors - Democrats Blatant Hypocrisy About 'Buy American'

OBAMACARE’S Loophole: Walk away from your coverage and get three months free, the law says

Alaska, Tennessee Warn of Obamacare Scams

"Under Obama, Iran Keeps Nukes While Americans Lose Health Insurance" - remember, 85% of Americans like their plans

ObamaDoesntCare: 8-9 million people a rounding error

Democrats & Obamacare Leave Doctors On the Hook for Deadbeats

The Man Who Called It Right On The Obamacare Debacle

Colorado, Minnesota Medicaid Enrollments Dwarf Private-Plan Enrollments

Major Democrat Player: Next Crisis to Hit Obamacare Is the Tax Subsidies [Vid]

Only 'hundreds' enroll in Illinois exchange

Delaware To Ban Private Health Insurance Under Democrats' Obamacare
Is Obamacare the Newest Threat to Your Marriage? Will divorce incentives increase income inequality?

Leno: White House Tech Team Can’t Log On to Change False Obamacare Promise [Vid]

Washington Post Fact Checker: White House effort to blame insurance companies receives three Pinocchios

Obama Confirms: ‘We Didn’t Do a Good Enough Job’ Crafting Obamacare [Vid]

Obama: Sebelius has done ‘a great job’ despite botched website - A 'Way-to-go, Brownie!' moment

Oregon exchange to spend $4 million on paper application surge

Time is Quickly Running Out for Obamacare Website Fixes

Blue Cross-Blue Shield's Disastrous Experience With Obamacare’s Exchange Tech

Obamacare adviser says healthcare website encountering new issues

Obamacare fails to solve mental-health crisis due to Medicaid

Attorney General: Obamacare threatens consumer privacy

Obama Regime May Increase Tax Credits For Democrats' Obamacare Without Congressional Legislation

Experts: "Obamacare a tool to intentionally destroy wealth"

FYI: When deaths from violence& accidents are removed from statistics, Americans have best life expectancy

Ensuring presidential accuracy & honesty - for Obama, it was irrelevant

Result of Democrats' Obamacare?: "Independents favor the GOP on handling the economy by 46 to 30 percent. Unbelievable."

The 'Obamacare' Headlines From November 7th:
Clueless: Democrat Sen. Harry Reid says GOP criticisms of Obamacare are simply ‘jokes’

Obama says he’s sorry for Americans losing insurance plans - apologies owed to at least 15 million policy holders

15 Terrified Democrat Senators plead their case about Obamacare debacle at White House

Leaks and Tweaks Point to Democrats’ Discontent with Obamacare - blame game begins in progressives’ camp

White House Making Life Miserable for Democratic Lawmakers

Democrats' Obamacare fiasco produces unwanted trust & credibility issues

Sebelius's Mea Culpa Obamacare Tour

Speaker Boehner calls out President Obama over Obamacare falsehoods [Vid]

Obama's HealthCare.gov’s head tech guy is out

Uh-oh: Techies are finding new problems with Democrats' HealthCare.gov

More Obamacare site problems 'downstream'

State Obamacare exchanges illegally allowed to skip security assessment

Mocking Obama - Celebrities & audience at awards ceremony diss Obamacare

Leno: ‘Obama’s Better Off Smoking Crack Than Passing Obamacare’ [Vid]

The Sinking of RMS Obamacare

U.S. headed for greatest doctor shortage ever - This Thanksgiving give thanks to Obama & Democrats!

Pizza Man 'Papa John' Proven Right About Democrats' Obamacare

Obamacare shock: Keep your doctor? Keep your hospital? Fugetaboutit!

Is Democrats' Obamacare Pulling the Plug on Medical Innovation? - Yep

“Funding Dries Up for Medical Startups" - Obamacare, an Uhlmann's Razor example?

Cancer-Stricken Woman Fires Back at Obama-team smears [Vid]
Obamacare Causes Insurance Premiums To Increase By 50% For A North Carolina Woman [Vid]

Economist's shocking prediction on Obamacare consequences [Vid]

Obamacare likely to also increase food stamp, welfare participation

Do Obamacare’s foibles rise to the level of fraud? - many are now thinking the unthinkable

To succeed, Obamacare needs millions of uninsured millennials to sign up - not likely

Seattle Children’s Hospital Sues After Obamacare Cuts Children’s Access In State Exchange

New Hampshire hospital sues for Obamacare access

Obamacare works by making Americans slaves to only the local medical providers

Delaware Spends $4M to Enroll 4 People in Obamacare

Democrats' Obamacare Canceling High Risk Pools for People with Preexisting Conditions [Vid]

Obama Political Team “Trains” Reporters On How To Cover Democrats' Obamacare Website Problems

They Liked Their Health Plans, But Can’t Keep Them Because of Democrats

Obamacare and Its Negative Incentives

Till Obamacare do us part? Marriage breaks down under health-care law

You may need a PhD to figure out Obamacare penalty if you don't get health insurance

Surgeon: Obamacare encourages massive medical overspending [Vid]

Obamacare ‘Creating a Lot More Losers than Winners’ [Vid]

Sebelius Bombshell: Employer Based Plans Will Face Same Grandfathering Caveats as Lost Individual Plans

"...if Obamacare is fully implemented, at least 129 million (68%) will not be able to keep their previous health care plan..."
Yikes: **The Worst Is Yet to Come: There probably isn’t time to mitigate the Obamacare debacle**

**GOP legislation alternative to Democrats' Obamacare train wreck** - ‘Regardless of who’s paying for your health coverage, you own it.’

The 'Obamacare' Headlines From November 6th:

**New Jersey, Virginia Exit Polls: Majority Oppose Obamacare**

**Obamacare debacle prevented landslide for Democrat candidate in Virginia governor's race** [Vid]

**Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina’s Obamacare Enrollee Count: 1**

**Lead Democratic author of Obamacare law criticizes administration over rollout**

**Loyal Obama Supporters, Canceled by Obamacare** - they voted for him, they then own the crappy results, no?

**Thousands of small businesses will also start losing their current health policies under Obamacare**

**Jon Stewart rips broken Obamacare ‘you can keep it’ promise** [Vid]

**Obamacare Collateral Damage: 50% of Louisiana's individual health insurance owners have their plans cancelled**

**Obama’s Tour of Obamacare Lies**

**Hispanic activist group labels Obamacare "policy malpractice" - hurting S. Florida Hispanic communities**

**Documents show first days of Obamacare rollout worse than initially realized**

**FBI Gears Up For Fraud As Nearly 17Million Poised to Get ObamaCare Tax Credits**

**NY Times: Notes Reveal Chaotic White House Talks on Health Care Site**

**President Obama, and others who want to use government to reform the health care system suffer from “Fantasy Despot Syndrome”**
Senate Democrat: Why Not Shut Down Obamacare Website and Get It Right? - stamp of approval for 'Tea Party' position [Vid]

Sebelius: Democrats' Obamacare Navigators Could Be Felons [Vid]

Shock: There is an exemption/subsidy for the crony-unions in Obamacare

Revealed: Hidden Obamacare promise to cover losses of health insurance companies

White House sends SOS to insurers [Vid]

"Very Low" Obamacare Enrollment Admitted As Young People Just Say No

WSJ: How ObamaCare Rips Off the 'Young Healthies'

Democrats' Obamacare driving South Carolina $307M Medicaid budget hike

The White House Fable Factory - outright healthcare lies by Obama began on 2008 campaign trail

Peter Drucker: "The Sickness of Government" - Obamacare boondoggle explained in 1969 essay

Obamacare Paper, Phone, Web Apps ‘Stuck in the Same Queue’ - new revelations of govt screwup [Vid]

Tech experts warn security issues remain on Democrats' Obamacare website - dispute White House claims that personal information is safe

Security Breach Victim of Obamacare: It Took 5 Days and a Congressional Hearing to Get Government’s Attention [Vid]

Spreading 'Scandal-Free Administration' Message - Obama's parrot-press pushes really lame excuses for White House lies


The Next Big Obamacare Scandal - Democrat crony-corporations windfalls

Meet the Obamacare Contractor Under Criminal Investigation in the UK

Sebelius: Obamacare enrollment numbers are ‘very low’ - no shite, Sherlock

Senate Dems Grow Impatient with their own Obamacare at WH Meeting
When will Obama recognize that Obamacare must be delayed?

Democrats start to notice that maybe Obamacare isn’t working out so well [Vid]

Obamacare Shouldn't Have Been Managed Like a Political Campaign

New York Times Wants You to Believe Obama “Misspoke” the 36 Times He Said Americans Could Keep Insurance [Vid]

Obamacare Exchanges Will Be Manipulated - by Goldman Sachs & other Obama Wall St. cronies

Democrats’ Anxiety Grows Over Obamacare Problems

Dentist’s Family and Employees’ Insurance Plan of 7 Years Canceled

The connected crony-company behind Democrats’ Healthcare.gov site

Conan Blasts Obamacare and Hollywood Democrats [Vid]

Brit Hume: Jay Carney’s Obamacare defense ‘nonsense’ and ‘claptrap’ [Vid]

Who Sabotaged ObamaCare? Obama & left-progressives blaming all but themselves

GOP Senator on Obamacare: ‘Democrats Have To Be Embarrassed’ [Vid]

---

The 'Obamacare' Headlines From November 4th & 5th:

Lying About Lies: Why Credibility Matters to Obama

You Lie: "Never before in the history of the Republic has a president lied so boldly, so unequivocally, so repeatedly"

Obama lied, your health plan died

More on Obama’s 4-Pinocchio lie: More than two-thirds of Americans will NOT be able to keep their previous plans

King Barry lies about his lies about Obamacare

Obama Relies on False Hope to Sell Obamacare
Obama-don't-care

Politifact's pants are on fire on coverage of Obamacare promises - lying with the best, no?

CBS News: White House Granted Itself Waiver To Launch Obamacare Website ‘Deemed As High Security Risk’

Obama and His Democratic Fans Laugh It Up Over Obamacare Rollout

Obamacare Website Now Giving Out Personal Information

Industry insider: Insurers skeptical that ObamaCare website will be ready by December 1st

Obamacare’s three broken promises

Obamacare problems are just starting

Visualizing the 15 million people who will lose their current individual health plans due to Democrats

Democrat Senator Admits: "Better Coverage" In Obamacare is a Redistributive Tax

Obama’s Weapon of Mass Deception Has Senate Dem Fingerprints All Over It

Obamacare: Coming to Your Favorite Primetime Show?

Democrat Senator: Obama Meant You Could Keep Your Plan Until Obamacare Was Enacted

ObamaCare price hikes hit 'red states' hardest

Obamacare Fraud

Young Avoid New Health Plans

Obama Security Woes Explained

Doubtful: an Small Businesses Handle ObamaCare?

49-state report: Individual plans under Obamacare to increase average of 41 percent, young men hardest hit
The Coming Obamacare Bailout

The Biggest Failure of Obamacare: Increasing the Number of Uninsured

Obamacare provision could lead to more Medicaid fraud

Democrat Senator Criticizes Obamacare Cancellations, Introduces ‘Keeping the Promise Act’

This may be ‘the single worst decision’ Obamacare planners made

Democrat Senator: Obamacare Launch Has Created ‘Crisis of Confidence’

Report: Over 17 million people will be eligible for Obamacare subsidy

Obamacare Supporters Must Admit That They Are Taxing the Uninsured

Democrat Senator: Signing Up under Obamacare ‘Really Confusing’

New Mexico premiums will increase 142 percent under Obamacare, study says

Obamacare Troubles Inspire Leaks From a Once-Tight-Lipped White House

Politics of Obamacare Not Going Away in 2014

‘Morning Joe’ Blasts White House’s Carney for Mocking Reporters Rather Than Answering Obamacare Questions

'Crisis of confidence' in Obamacare

Heckuva Job: Contractor Behind Obamacare Website Awarded $7 Million in Federal Contracts Since October 1

Democrat Sen. Harkin Compares Mandated Maternity Care for Men to Property Taxes for Parents with No Kids

Affordable Care Act Could Be Further Hamstrung By Shortage Of Doctors

Obama Administration Blames “Software Code” for HealthCare.gov Privacy Breach

First, We Pull the Plug on Granny!

CBS News: Final Obamacare Security Test Never Completed

How Bad Is the Obamacare Rollout?
Obamacare: A rolling catastrophe

Ron Paul: Obamacare 'A Conspiracy Of Stupidity'

Security Flaws Are Latest Example of Why Obamacare Is Unworkable

Obamacare: The Unimaginable Suffering That Awaits Us

Obama & Democrats: Lying to Save Their Skins

Obamacare and the Wages of Spin

Obamacare and Cronyism - A free-for-all of Democrat special interests is having catastrophic results

Obamacare provision could lead to more Medicaid fraud

Who Is Affected by Democrats' Obamacare? EVERYONE

Broken promises: The first casualty of Obamacare is the truth

Leno: Logging onto Obamacare like End of Daylight Savings Time; You Spring Forward, Then Fall Back

OBAMACARE FUNDS INSURANCE FOR THE POOR BY MAKING IT WORSE FOR EVERYONE ELSE

Obamacare Disaster Tales from North Carolina, Vermont, Connecticut

The Next Democrat Obamacare Debacle: A Massive Doctor Shortage

Obamacare: Democrats’ collective fault

White House uses Twitter to lie about Obamacare

Governor tells Oregonians not to wait for Obamacare website

Despicable: White House Democrats smear cancer survivor who lost her insurance plan due to Obamacare

How Does Free Insurance for Healthy People Pay for Sick People's Medical Care?

Obamacare moves to intensive care
ObamaCare Will Raise Average Insurance Claims By 32% For Individual Coverage The Next Four Years

It's a Paternalistic World as Obamacare Advocates Admit Their Love for Bossing Us Around

2015 Will Be Worse For Obamacare

Democrats' Wet Dream: A dishonest presidency

Health Site Flaws Test Democrats’ Unity as Attacks Rise

The New Yorker Magazine Does Obamacare

A Democrats' No-Growth Obamacare Christmas?

Obamacare is the real war on women

David’s Bridal employees moved to part-time due to Obamacare

For consumers whose health premiums will go up under new law, sticker shock leads to anger

Top hospitals opt out of Democrats' Obamacare

‘ABSOLUTE INSANITY’: Practicing physician slams Obamacare’s damaging effects on doctor-patient relationships

Security Violation Just the Tip of the Obamacare Iceberg

Expert: At least 129 million will ‘not be able to keep’ health care plan if Obamacare fully implemente by Democrats

Democrats' Obamacare Is 'Anti-Marriage and Pro-Divorce'

ObamaCare for Thee - Government workers want out

Obama Doesn't Mention Obamacare When Campaigning for Democrat McAuliffe

Sticker shock often follows insurance cancellation

Five Senate Dems pushing for Obamacare enrollment delay said existing plans could be kept
“I had great cancer doctors and health insurance. My plan was cancelled. Now I worry how long I’ll live.”

THE WAGES OF FAILURE: Blame Obamacare: 7 in 10 think the federal government stinks

Lawsuit: Obamacare navigator location gives out late abortion pills

Her Health Plan Was Canceled, New Options Are Double the Cost

3 Big Differences - and 1 Awful Similarity - Between Democrats' Obamacare and Medicare Part D

Canceled health insurance plans add to angst of change

Insurance company partnering with White House on Obamacare said people might lose insurance plans

Democrat CRONY CORPORATISM: If Big Pharma likes your healthcare plan, you can keep it.

Obamacare Phone, Paper Applications Plagued as Much as Website

Senate Democrats to White House: Fix Obamacare

New Democrat “glitch”: If you like your hospital, you might not be able to keep your hospital

Obamacare: Memo reveals health care adviser warned W.H. was losing control 3 years ago

Obama plans media blitz as polls, Obamacare, crash

Former White House Official: It Was ‘Certainly’ Wrong to Say People Could Keep Their Plans

Obamacare: Subsidizing health insurance for Ivy League Ph.D’s who choose to paint

Democrat Senator on Obamacare: Then vs. now

Anatomy of The Democrats' Obamacare Train Wreck

View American's health insurance cancellation letters at MyCancellation.com

Obamacare fanatics keep trying to snuff MyCancellation.com
Virginia Democrat Calls For Forcing Doctors To Accept Medicare And Medicaid Patients

Vermont’s Obamacare Exchange Fiasco


The Noble Lie Of Democrats' Government Healthcare

Unsafe at Any Web Speed: Intel Chairs Say Take Down Healthcare.gov

Time to lighten up: Obamacare disaster humor

Obama's Healthcare.gov user presented with stranger’s eligibility letter

The 'Obamacare' Headlines From October 1st - November 3rd:

They’re Not So Big On Privacy: ‘How Did They Know?’ Jim Angle Shares Disturbing Experience With Obamacare 800 Number. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Nov 03, 2013 at 10:00 am Link

Tweet Of The Day: You Can’t Blame “Politics” For The Obamacare Website Disaster When You Lied To Get It Passed And Then Again During The Entire 2012 Campaign. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Nov 03, 2013 at 8:41 am Link

WAPO: How Political Calculation Won Out Over Technical Considerations with HealthCare.gov. Posted by Glenn Reynolds at 8:37 am

Government Is Magic: Healthcare.gov showed us that behind all the smoother and shinier designs was the same old clunky government where everything gets done because the right companies hire the right lobbyists and everything costs ten times what it should....A government that can’t build a health care website isn’t likely to be very good at running health care for 330 million people. But the technocrats aren’t so concerned with being good as with being in charge. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Nov 03, 2013 at 8:30 am Link

The Humanitarian Shortcomings Of The Affordable Care Act

How American Healthcare Killed My Father: Q&A With David Goldhill

Obamacare Site To Go Offline For "Extended Maintenance" Late Saturday
Administration Officials Worried Obama's Promise That People Could Keep Their Plans Wasn't Right, And Let Him Make It Anyway

ARITHMETIC WINS EVERY TIME: Charlie Martin: ObamaCare vs. Arithmetic. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Nov 03, 2013 at 8:15 am Link

LARRY KUDLOW: Liberal entitlement-state dream is crumbling. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Nov 03, 2013 at 7:30 am Link

THE NEW “SOCCER MOM” VOTING BLOC: People who have been screwed by ObamaCare. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Nov 02, 2013 at 11:22 pm Link

MARK STEYN: A Phalanx of Lies: Remember that health insurance you could keep? Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Nov 02, 2013 at 6:33 pm Link

IF YOU LIKE YOUR INSURANCE, YOU CAN KEEP YOUR INSURANCE: James Taranto: When Fraud Is Legal: Under socialism, there’s no such thing as consumer protection. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Nov 02, 2013 at 8:30 am Link

D.C. CIRCUIT: Court strikes down mandate for birth control in ObamaCare. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Nov 02, 2013 at 8:00 am Link

OBAMACARE LIED, HEALTHCARE DIED: John Hinderaker combs through the Federal Register for the history. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Nov 02, 2013 at 7:20 am Link

Remy: The Healthcare Mash (It Was a Keyboard Smash!)

Jimmy Carter Criticizes Obamacare Site Launch

Obamacare Site Manager Says Fixes Are On-Track

Obamacare's Authoritarian Problem

Almost Nothing About Obamacare's Federal Exchange System Works

Court Strikes Down Obamacare Birth Control Mandate

CNN: Senate Democrats supported rule that led to insurance cancellations. Senate Democrats voted unanimously three years ago to support the Obamacare rule that is largely responsible for some of the health insurance cancellation letters that are going out. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Nov 01, 2013 at 10:16 am Link
Leaked Memos Reveal that Federal Health Officials Knew Exactly How Many People Enrolled During Obamacare’s Opening Days, Despite Administration Claims to the Contrary

Unions Refuse To Advocate for Obamacare Enrollment

These Journalists Laugh at Your Puny Health Insurance Policy Cancellations

Senate Democrats Express Frustration Over Obamacare Site Fiasco

Only 248 Signed Up For Health Plan on Obamacare Site in First Two Days

MICKEY KAUS: What ObamaCare Pollyannas Miss. At this point, it takes a special person to be an ObamaCare Pollyanna. Posted by Glenn Reynolds on Nov 01, 2013 at 8:43 am Link

THE HILL: ‘Agitated’ Dems Vent On ObamaCare. They were unified against a delay back during the shutdown before the ObamaCare launch — but now it’s a case of “how are you going to keep them down on the farm, after they’ve seen . . . the farm.” Related: ObamaCare contractor previously cited for endangering personal data. Posted by Glenn Reynolds on Nov 01, 2013 at 8:00 am Link

CBS NEWS: Only 6 People Enrolled In ObamaCare On First Day. Posted by Glenn Reynolds on Nov 01, 2013 at 7:02 am Link

IN THE L.A. TIMES: Obamacare: Unfair to the young middle class, punished enough already. “Most young, middle-class Americans I know are happy that millions of previously uninsured people will receive free or heavily subsidized insurance under the Affordable Care Act. We just didn’t realize that, unless we had health insurance at work, we’d be the ones paying for it.” Shoulda inquired a bit more before voting for Obama... Posted by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 31, 2013 at 9:54 pm Link

MEGAN MCARDLE: What Everyone Knew About ObamaCare And Wouldn’t Say. Posted by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 31, 2013 at 10:30 am Link

SILENCING HARRY AND LOUISE: Investor’s Business Daily: Obama’s “Keep Your Plan” Lie Was Key To Getting ObamaCare Enacted. Posted by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 31, 2013 at 8:45 am Link

JAMES TARANTO: Another ObamaCare Victim: One man’s insurance cancellation is a cause for Schadenfreude. Posted by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 31, 2013 at 8:30 am Link
THE FIRST RULE OF OBAMACARE CLUB IS DON'T TALK ABOUT OBAMACARE CLUB: Report: White House exerting ‘massive pressure’ on insurance companies to keep quiet about problems. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 31, 2013 at 8:27 am Link

STUART ROTHENBERG: Louisiana Democrats Protest Too Much. Mary Landrieu’s most dangerous opponent is her vote for ObamaCare. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 31, 2013 at 8:12 am Link


BYRON YORK: In health care mess, Obama reaps what he sowed. "The in-your-face behavior of the Obama/Pelosi/Reid team isn’t inspiring any charity from the opposition, either. Nor should it." Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 31, 2013 at 7:30 am Link

Let's Call it Obama-Don't-Care Now, Says Shikha Dalmia in the Washington Examiner

Google Recruited to Help Fix Obamacare Site

Biden Also Apologizes for Obamacare Site Troubles

Our Scary Technocracy

Does Healthcare.gov Violate the Obama Administration's Own Security Guidance?

Obama Says You're Too Stupid To Know What Health Coverage Is Good For You

White House Sends Aides to Work with Dems on Obamacare Woes

Obamacare Media Fail: Did the President ‘Work the Refs’?

Obamacare Navigator in Colorado: No One Signed Up Yet, "There's Sticker Shock"

Report: State Obamacare Websites Cost $1 Billion, Paid For by Feds

A.M. Links: Reports on Obamacare Site Contradict Medicare Chief’s Testimony, Rand Paul Responds To Claim Speech Included Section From Wikipedia Article, Red Sox Win World Series

Obama: If You Lost Your Health Plan, Shop Around!

Reports That Obamacare Website Was Tested Just Prior to Launch Contradict Medicare Chief's Testimony

THE COUNTRY’S IN THE VERY BEST OF HANDS: Obamacare ‘tech surge’ experts are White House fellows. Basically, a step or two above interns, a few hundred steps below the Zuckerberg/Bezos level. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 30, 2013 at 9:52 pm Link

POINTS AND FIGURES: The Secret No One is Talking About Buried In Obamacare. So many layers of disaster here. It’s like peeling an onion of fail. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 30, 2013 at 6:33 pm Link

BRYAN PRESTON: Five Things We Learned from Today’s Obamacare Hearing. Here’s one: “Sebelius doesn’t seem to know anything about the law she is implementing.” Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 30, 2013 at 1:46 pm Link

COMPETENCE: Cupcake Store Among Wrong Businesses Listed on State Obamacare Signup Site. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 30, 2013 at 12:20 pm Link


L.A. TIMES: Publicly, the White House continues to defend the president’s pre-launch salesmanship. Privately, some officials say they wish they’d left a little wiggle room in the healthcare rollout. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 30, 2013 at 8:46 am Link

CHARLIE MARTIN: The Arithmetic Absurdity of ObamaCare. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 30, 2013 at 8:37 am Link

JAMES TARANTO: ObamaCare Apologetics: A lie, dissociative disorder or what? Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 30, 2013 at 8:30 am Link

Related: Obamacare team offers multiple self-contradictory explanations for coverage cancellations. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 30, 2013 at 8:30 am Link

THE HILL: White House struggles to defend Obama healthcare claim. “The White House on Tuesday struggled to defend President Obama’s 2009 claim that people could keep their old health insurance under ObamaCare as thousands of people received notifications that their insurance companies were dropping their plans.” Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 30, 2013 at 7:30 am Link
A STENY HOYER CONFESSION: Top Dem Admits: 'We Knew.' “House Democratic Whip Steny Hoyer conceded to reporters today that Democrats knew people would not be able to keep their current health care plans under Obamacare and expressed qualified contrition for President Obama’s repeated vows to the contrary.” Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 30, 2013 at 7:26 am Link

Pelosi: I Would Have Preferred Single Payer or Public Option to Obamacare

Obama Says He's "Not Happy" About Obamacare Site Problems

White House Propagandists Slam Obamacare ‘Misinformation’ While Gleefully Spreading Their Own

Matt Welch Discusses What Obamacare’s Abysmal Start Means for the Future

How Obama’s False Promise That You Can Keep Your Health Plan Helped Pass Obamacare

Pelosi, Reid Split on Staff Health Insurance Under Obamacare

The Obama Administration’s Response to Insurance Plan Cancellations Is Misleading and Condescending

House Members Have Until Tomorrow to Decide Which Staffers Must Go on Obamacare and Which Can Keep Their Plan

Low-Tech Problems Plaguing Obamacare Sign Ups Too

Why Aren't People Grateful for the Better Health Plans (or Light Bulbs) Mandated by the Government?

Kathleen Sebelius Apologizes For Obamacare Website, Claims She's Accountable, Problems are "Fixable"

Top House Democrat: Insurance Companies Not Sending "Cancellation Notices," Helping "Transition" Into Obamacare

Obamacare Is the Latest Example of Failed Central Planning

David Gergen: White House Scandals Show "Relative Inexperience," Obama Team Good at Politics, Not Good at Executing Policies

HHS Predicted Much Employer-Backed Health Coverage Wouldn't Survive Obamacare, Either
IRS Prohibited By ObamaCare From Using Collections Techniques to Force Payment of ObamaCare Penaltax

BLOOMBERG: “The ObamaCare rollout is leading to the cancellation of hundreds of thousands of health insurance plans nationwide, contradicting President Barack Obama’s repeated pledge that people who like their coverage can keep it.” The act never would have passed without that promise, which was known to the Administration to be false even as it was made. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 29, 2013 at 1:45 pm Link

DAVID STEINBERG: Draining The Swamp: Top 40 Troubling Listings from the ObamaCare Navigator/Assister Security Nightmare. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 29, 2013 at 1:29 pm Link

RICHARD EPSTEIN: In Defense of J.P. Morgan: The ObamaCare rollout is not the only mess the federal government is making. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 29, 2013 at 12:07 pm Link

FISCAL TIMES: Is the Embattled IRS the Next ObamaCare Nightmare? Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 29, 2013 at 10:41 am Link

THEY TOLD ME IF I VOTED FOR MITT ROMNEY, HARDWORKING AMERICANS WOULD loose health care coverage. AND THEY WERE RIGHT! CBS NEWS: ObamaCare: More than 2 million people getting booted from existing health insurance plans. Related: False Promise: “To say that President Obama is on the record telling Americans they can keep their current health insurance is an understatement. He repeated the assurance so many times during the health-care debate that it was almost a verbal tic. . . . Rarely has a major domestic program been sold on the basis of a premise so patently untrue.” Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 29, 2013 at 10:34 am Link
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Obamacare Website Cover Girl Pulled
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Health Care Rights and Responsibilities


TRAIN WRECK UPDATE: “What I have right now is what I am happy with and I just want to know why I can’t keep what I have. Why do I have to be forced into something else?” Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 28, 2013 at 2:51 pm Link

TRAIN WRECK UPDATE: Here’s how Obamacare makes life hell for college profs. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 28, 2013 at 2:42 pm Link

MARC THIESSEN: Delaying The Individual Mandate Won’t Fix ObamaCare. “What a difference a few weeks makes. Remember when Democrats voted to keep the government shut down rather than accept a delay in the individual mandate? Now that the Obamacare implosion is dominating the news, they are falling over each to see who gets credit for a delay.” Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 28, 2013 at 12:58 pm Link

MY USA TODAY COLUMN ON THE OBAMACARE DEBACLE: Big government project, big failure. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 28, 2013 at 8:59 am Link
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WELL, HE’S A BETTER SPEECHWRITER THAN HIS SPEECHWRITERS, AND A BETTER POLITICAL ANALYST THAN HIS POLITICAL ANALYSTS, so why wouldn’t Obama be a better coder than his programmers?
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WALTER HUDSON: The Twisted Morality of “Death Panels:” Breaking down Slate’s rationalization for letting government pick who lives and who dies. I’m just amused at how quickly after the implementation of ObamaCare the whole “death panel” thing was transformed from a paranoid fantasy of that yokel, Sarah Palin, to an obviously good idea that all thinking people support. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 26, 2013 at 2:30 pm Link
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TRYING TO APPLY FOR OBAMACARE BY PHONE, OR WITH PEN AND PAPER? Good Luck With That. “With the supposedly state-of-the-art $600 million HealthCare.gov portal malfunctioning, President Barack Obama is urging Americans to go ahead and try to get health coverage by mailing in a paper application, calling the helpline or seeking help from one of the trained ‘assisters.’ UPDATE: It’s come to this: Video: ObamaCare meltdown raises serious questions about being unmanageable, says ... David Gregory. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 26, 2013 at 8:48 am Link

JAMES TARANTO: Delaying From Behind: Bowing to the inevitable, Democrats think the unthinkable. Our younger readers—those who were born yesterday—may not remember when delaying ObamaCare was considered a wild idea, its exponents limited to crazy right-wing terrorists. Times have certainly changed since—oh, the beginning of this week. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 26, 2013 at 8:30 am Link
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Obamacare's Medicaid Problem

MARGARET CARLSON ON THE OBAMACARE DEBACLE: The website failure gives credence to those who warn that government can’t be trusted to get big things right, and that the market, not bureaucrats, should fix health care. It’s not just the crazies who doubt government now. According to the Pew Research Center, the competence of officialdom is on shaky ground, with only 19 percent of Americans saying they trust in government “just about always” or “most of the time.” Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 25, 2013 at 11:12 pm Link
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WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH . . . Obama Flees ObamaCare Disaster For New York Fundraiser. “The president will fly to his two New York fundraisers on Air Force One gratis because he’s also got a quick non-partisan stop at a local high school.” Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 25, 2013 at 10:12 am Link
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TRAIN WRECK UPDATE: Obama’s Former Chief Of Staff: ObamaCare Rollout A “Big Embarrassment.” Related: More People Getting Cancellation Notices In The Mail Than Enrolling In ObamaCare Plans. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 25, 2013 at 7:15 am Link
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WHY OBAMACARE IS LIKE THREE MILE ISLAND. “The administration clearly understood this — right up to the point where a major component failed. Now it’s apparently planning to keep the reactor running with as many pieces as possible in the hopes that none of it will unexpectedly blow up. This is not sound policy thinking, or even sound political thinking, and I think that all of us who care about keeping insurance available for ordinary Americans should try to talk them out of it — for their good, as well as our own.” Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 24, 2013 at 7:30 am Link
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My (Failed) Attempt To Apply for Obamacare
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Democratic Lawmakers Express Growing Frustration With Obamacare Site Glitches
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This Is What a Health Insurance Death Spiral Looks Like
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Obamacare's Great Medicaid Expansion Swindle
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OBAMACARE AND THE Absentee Presidency. “He and his close-knit advisers insist on a bad-news-ban around the Oval Office. Obama operates in a world without critical information — and that is his defense to two debacles. Critics understaet the reluctance and inability of this president to lead and to govern. . . . This is a president who set up a system in which he imagines he is relieved of responsibility.” Related: “He often appeared impatient or disengaged while listening to the debate, sometimes scrolling through messages on his BlackBerry or slouching and chewing gum.” UPDATE: Obama Disassociates From Reality. “The president spoke about ObamaCare as if it were a work of art, one or two brushstrokes away from being a masterpiece. Which created the impression that the president is living in a make believe world. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 23, 2013 at 12:23 pm Link
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MY USA TODAY COLUMN: Technology Is Killing ObamaCare, But It Might Save The Rest of Us. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 22, 2013 at 2:58 pm Link
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JAMES TARANTO: Vaporcare: Obama delivers an infomercial when an accounting is due. “The Affordable Care Act is not just a website,” President Obama said at the Rose Garden today. “It’s much more.” It’s like a chamois, it’s like a towel, it’s like a sponge. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 22, 2013 at 8:29 am Link

TIP OF THE ICEBERG: Investor’s Business Daily: ObamaCare Website Troubles Are Just The Beginning. Related: The Hill: ObamaCare Website Debacle In The Spotlight. “The disastrous rollout of ObamaCare’s insurance exchanges has brought into sharp focus the GOP charge that President Obama is better at campaigning than governing. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 22, 2013 at 8:19 am Link

THE HILL: Embattled Sebelius to testify next week on ObamaCare rollout. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 22, 2013 at 8:18 am Link
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Developers Doubted Obamacare Exchange Site Would Be Ready on Schedule
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SMELLS LIKE HOME COOKIN’: Obamacare Enrollee in Web Ad a Computer Science Major, Managed Local Democratic Party Website. “The News-Press (Ft. Myers, Fla.) identifies him as the webmaster of his local Democratic party in a June 10, 2012 article. According to other articles in the same paper, he also served as the chairman of the Young Democrats of Lee County and as a delegate to the 2012 Democratic National Convention. That said, his personal website leaves a little to be desired.” Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 21, 2013 at 10:56 pm Link

FLASHBACK: Obama Told People They Could Keep Their Health Care Plans. Related: Byron York: At the White House: Obamacare success stories that aren’t. UPDATE: Obama: If the website doesn’t work, just use the phone. Which will refer you to . . . the website! “Can’t make this up. Got through 800-number, followed prompts, and got referred to http://Healthcare.gov.” Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 21, 2013 at 1:38 pm Link

TRAIN WRECK UPDATE: The ACA’s Million Dollar Question: Will Enough People Sign Up? Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 21, 2013 at 10:30 am Link

TRAIN WRECK UPDATE: Obamacare Tech Fail May Do What the GOP Couldn’t. Related: IT Expert: May Have to Shut Down ObamaCare Applications For Weeks. You know, the GOP was offering Obama an out with that mandate-delay business. He may wish he’d taken it before this is over. UPDATE: MSNBC: Obama Administration is lying about ObamaCare enrollments. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 21, 2013 at 8:50 am Link

THE OBAMACARE APOLOGY TOUR BEGINS: Obama To Address ACA Site Problems, Exhibit Several People Who Actually Succeeded In Navigating Site. If the GOP is smart — yeah, yeah, I know — they’ll have their own presser with some of the hundreds of thousands who’ve had their health insurance cancelled because of ObamaCare. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 21, 2013 at 7:34 am Link

OBAMACARE: A 21st Century Vietnam? It’s a quagmire! Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 21, 2013 at 7:03 am Link
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Obama Expected To Declare Obamacare Site Glitches "Unacceptable"
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JAMES TARANTO: Does Obama Know? Does Obama Care? America needs an accounting of the health-care debacle. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 20, 2013 at 8:30 am Link
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The Abysmal, Pathetic Obamacare Rollout

IF OBAMA WANTS A DELAY, REPUBLICANS SHOULD BE MERCILESS: Is the White House Now Thinking the ‘Unthinkable’ about Obamacare? Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 19, 2013 at 4:27 pm Link

HUFFINGTON POST: Obamacare Website Failure Threatens Health Coverage For Millions Of Americans. Related: Sebelius on the Run: The HHS Secretary refuses to testify about ObamaCare’s rollout. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 19, 2013 at 10:40 am Link
How Obamacare "projects a 1970s-era DMV experience into cyberspace."

Experts Say Poor Design Cripples Obamacare Website

JENNIFER RUBIN: It’s Not Too Late To Sink ObamaCare. Taking advantage of the software debacle and the premium-increase shocks. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 18, 2013 at 10:12 am Link

JAMES TARANTO: In Defense of Kathleen Sebelius: The ObamaCare disaster isn’t just a management failure. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 18, 2013 at 8:30 am Link
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NICK GILLESPIE: The Abysmal, Pathetic Obamacare Rollout: It’s a colossal, expensive failure that projects a 1970s-era DMV experience into cyberspace. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 17, 2013 at 12:51 pm Link
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The Fast Emergence of Obamacare Fraud

McConnell Promises No More Shutdowns Over Obamacare
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Obama Administration Didn't Know When Obamacare's Mandate Penalty Deadline Was Until a Tax Prep Firm Told Them

Healthcare.gov: "a colossal, expensive failure that projects a 1970s-era DMV experience into cyberspace"

ObamaCare Might Well Be Imploding: The disastrous rollout of the federal insurance exchange could spell doom. Posted by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 16, 2013 at 12:51 pm [Link](http://www.c3headlines.com/).
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JAMES TARANTO: [As Good as It Gets? ObamaCare supporters go through the stages of grief](http://www.c3headlines.com/). Read the whole thing, which is too good to excerpt. Posted by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 16, 2013 at 8:32 am [Link](http://www.c3headlines.com/).

THEY CAN’T FIRE HER. SHE MIGHT TALK. [The Hill: White House stands by Sebelius amid ouster calls over ObamaCare rollout](http://www.c3headlines.com/). Posted by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 16, 2013 at 7:00 am [Link](http://www.c3headlines.com/).
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White House: Obama 'Has Full Confidence' in Sebelius
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ROBERT GIBBS: **People Should Be Fired For ‘Excruciatingly Embarrassing’ Obamacare Rollout.** Reminder: Obama came up with ObamaCare because he needed a throwaway applause line in a campaign speech... by Jon Favreau and Robert Gibbs. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 15, 2013 at 8:36 am Link
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MISSING IN ACTION: **The Obama Campaign’s Life Of Julia.** “I’m annoyed not to be able to find the actual slideshow. (It’s less annoying than the way the Obamacare website doesn’t work. Is Obama ashamed of ‘The Life of Julia’ or just unable to do internet?)” Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 14, 2013 at 9:06 pm Link

IT’S COME TO THIS: **Ezra Klein calls the ObamaCare launch a “failure.”** Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 14, 2013 at 4:37 pm Link
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NOT READY FOR PRIMETIME: **After Two Weeks CNN Reporter Still Hasn’t Been Able To Sign Up For ObamaCare.** Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 14, 2013 at 12:52 pm Link
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**Obamacare Might Well Be Imploding**

"**Obamacare Enrollees Become Urban Legend**"

“**MIND-BOGGLING INCOMPETENCE:**” **Obamacare’s enrollment system, the outsourced Big Dig of systems projects, is a $634 million zombie.** Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 13, 2013 at 12:28 pm [Link](#)
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**TRAIN WRECK:** **Sebelius ObamaCare Demo Turns Into Debacle.** Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 11, 2013 at 9:31 pm [Link](#)

**OBAMA FORCING CRUEL CHOICES ON MOTHERS:** **Video: Allentown mother forced to choose between ObamaCare and feeding family.** Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 11, 2013 at 9:24 pm [Link](#)

JAMES TARANTO: **What Fresh Hell Is This? ObamaCare’s technical troubles call the mandate into question.** You know the ObamaCare debut isn’t going well when a pair of supporters, Nick Wing and Jeffrey Young of the Puffington Host, pen an article with the headline “9 Valid Concerns We Can All Have About Obamacare, Without Thinking It Will Literally Bring Hell on Earth.” Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 11, 2013 at 10:30 am [Link](#)

**TRAIN WRECK:** **NBC Blasts Obamacare Exchanges: ‘The Focus of Ridicule’ and ‘A Complete Mess.’** Yeah, pretty much. Posted at by Glenn Reynolds on Oct 11, 2013 at 8:31 am [Link](#)
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Kansas Senator Calls for Sebelius to Resign
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